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Explaining Debugging Strategies to End-User Programmers 

1 Introduction 

Debugging is hard for programmers at every level of experience, as studies and 

theoretical explorations over the several decades have shown (e.g., [17, 48, 51]). Not only 

must programmers understand the program well enough to localize the erroneous piece of 

source code that may seem based on perfectly plausible assumptions, they must also 

replace it with new source code that is error free and further introduces no undesirable 

side effects.  The complexity inherent in debugging becomes even more challenging 

when the programmers doing the debugging have little experience, as is the case for 

many end-user programmers. 

To help ameliorate the difficulty of debugging by end-user programmers, there are 

several recent research efforts in which the system carries out part of a debugging strategy 

that is reasonable in at least some situations. For example, some end-user debugging 

tools, such as WYSIWYT with fault localization for spreadsheets [46], the WhyLine for 

event-oriented Alice programs and for debugging application settings [30, 37], and 

Woodstein for debugging web applications [53] are based on program slicing, whose 

origins lie in the practices of professional programmers [56]. Other end-user debugging 

tools are based on identifying and following the propagation of types [1, 2], and on 

anomaly detection [36]. 

However, none of these tools can do the debugging without help from the user. Even 

when the tools do catch the errors, they cannot be sure of the right way to fix the errors. 

Further, there are some errors these tools miss completely (c.f. [32] for empirical data 

from two such tools). Thus, in all of these approaches, user problem-solving is a 

necessary part of the process.  

Since most end-user programmers are not trained in debugging, how to proceed with 

this problem-solving process is sometimes very unclear to them. Evidence that this is the 

case was demonstrated in a recent study we performed [27]. In that study, we analyzed 

the kinds of “information gaps”—explicit statements of an absence of information—
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expressed by end-user programmers when working on spreadsheet debugging tasks. Fully 

30% of the information gaps expressed by the participants were about what strategy they 

should be using. For example, see Figure 1. In addition, another 9% of the information 

gaps were self-judgment questions, in which the participants questioned their own 

abilities to perform the necessary problem-solving (e.g., “I’m not sure if we’re qualified 

to do this problem.”).  

F. Let’s change everything. [tries changing formula]  

E. Yeah, but we got the right answer. 

F. Did that change the answer at all? 

F. Oh wait, did I change the symbol? [changes the formula] 

F. Oh, now we’re down to 30 percent tested. 

F. I wonder if I go like that- [changes the formula back] 

 ... 
Figure 1: Participants E and F discuss the debugging strategy of “changing everything”.   

Thus, almost 40% of the participants’ information gaps related to how to problem-

solve—even given tools that performed some of the problem-solving for them.  By way 

of contrast, even though participants had been given little information about the features, 

only 16% of the information gaps related to how the features themselves were supposed 

to work. Because of this evidence, we decided to investigate how to explain debugging 

strategy (as opposed to explaining features) to end-user programmers.  

A strategy is a reasoned plan or method for achieving a specific goal—in this case, 

successful problem-solving about debugging.  Teaching debugging strategy to end users 

in the process of debugging is especially challenging because the audience falls into the 

category of “active users” [13].   Blackwell’s model of Attention Investment [9] echoes 

this aspect, showing how users weigh the attention cost of learning something new 

against the risk that the learning effort will be a waste of time. 

 There is a large body of literature on on-line tutoring. Some of this work (e.g., [4, 22, 

31, 41]) provided us with insights for designing help in general. However, this body of 

work is aimed at audiences whose purpose is to learn per se.  In contrast to this, our work 

is aimed at active users [13], whose purpose is to get something done, from which 
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learning is a distraction. Active users are engaged in their task—in this case, debugging. 

Their goal is specifically to successfully complete the task, not to learn.  As minimalist 

learning theory’s paradox of the active user [13] points out, learning is in fact somewhat 

counter to the goal of completing the task, because it takes away time from the task. 

Thus, the most closely associated work to ours is the work on minimalist learning theory 

[13, 14, 15], which focuses on teaching to audiences like ours. The principles of 

minimalist learning theory include concepts such as keeping the user actively involved in 

task-directed activities and relating instruction to the task at hand, which greatly 

influenced our work.  

[28, 45] have tried to classify the different categories of questions users ask for in an 

online help system. [28] Identified that the most frequently asked questions were in the 

format of “How do I”, which could be linked to strategy formulation. The help on “How 

do I” questions, provided by the Macintosh guide [28] is procedural with the main goal 

that users don’t miss out steps and stay in tune with the application as they access help. 

[45] Affirmed the need for future user studies to find and verify information in help 

categories answering questions such as “What is” and “How do I”. Although these 

studies focus on designing online help, which is different from designing explanations of 

strategy to end-user programmers, they still lend credence to research into understanding 

the information needs of end users with a greater focus on questions in the “How do I” 

category.  

Turning to teaching strategy for complex computer applications, [10, 11] emphasizes 

the need to infuse teaching of generalized strategies along with command knowledge, in 

order to increase the users’ effectiveness with complex computer applications. However, 

this approach is geared only towards efficient usage of computer tools, whereas our work 

focuses on teaching specific problem solving strategies for end-user debuggers and does 

not attempt to force all users into using the most optimal strategy. (One of their examples 

is how most users of Excel manually resize individual column widths—rather than 

selecting a wide range columns, applying the resize command, and then adjusting the 

exceptions. The latter method is the more efficient way.) Their approach is proposed as a 
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teaching style for teachers in schools, universities and companies whose focus is on 

teaching, not just-in-time instruction for active users engaged in a task.  

Active users initiate learning when and if they are inspired to do so. The exploratory 

learning strategies discussed by [44] are akin to this mode of learning, and give insight 

into the various ways that a person attempts to gain computer skills (looking to manuals, 

experimenting in the context of the task, reading tutorials, demonstration from an 

experienced user, etc.). Although this work sheds light on ways active users might gain 

computer skills, it does not discuss teaching strategies for problem solving. 

In the just-in-time explanations category, Haas et al. presented just-in-time help with 

two variants, textual and visual [24]. This work aims at explaining the meaning of 

(statistical) terms, focusing on both procedural and factual, but not strategic, aspects. The 

Whyline [30] debugging system aims at active users engaged in debugging. It answers 

“why” and “why didn’t” questions about the system’s state. In a later extension [37], this 

concept was applied to debugging about the behavior of complex commercial 

applications such as Word. In addition to answering “Why” and “Why didn’t” questions, 

the system included a “How do I” link to change the system’s behavior. The answer 

(usually changing particular preference settings) is not a strategy, but rather a fixed 

sequence of steps that stop the particular undesirable behavior. There has also been 

research on how to effectively enforce known sets of procedural instructions. For 

example, Stencils [26] is an interaction technique to direct users’ attention to the correct 

interface component, preventing them from interacting with other components, thus 

requiring users to correctly follow the proper procedure. However, since debugging 

strategies cannot be constrained to a fixed set of interactions in the interface, this work 

does not fulfill our goals.  

Scaffolding is an educational term that refers to providing support to learners while 

they engage in activities that are normally out of their reach [52, 55]. Software-realized 

scaffolding can decrease the complexity of tasks, for example, by relating discrete 

subtasks to their current mental representations [47]. [25] Introduces fadeable scaffolding 

in interactive learning environments such as “Theory Builder,” used for scientific 
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modeling. On the surface it might seem that the supportive scaffolding provided for 

conceptualization of scientific theories into models seems very similar to providing 

strategic hints. The scaffolding strategies used in their work, act as supportive structures 

to ease the cognitive load of the learners, by helping them to better organize their thought 

processes. Therefore the “hints” in their environment are aimed only towards better 

conceptualization of scientific models, not on problem solving, per se. Our work aims at 

explaining strategies for problem solving. Also, programming environments (specifically 

end-user programming environments) are different from learning environments, mainly 

because the objective is not effective learning (as in the latter case), but performance or 

accomplishment of a task.  Therefore, scaffolding in learning environments cannot be 

likened to strategic explanations oriented to teach problem solving in end-user 

programming environments. Another difference from that work is that this paper 

specifically analyzes the effect of such explanations on the information gaps of users – 

what types of gaps were closed, and what remain open.  

In the entertainment industry, games such as Crimson Skies and Jedi Knight: Jedi 

Academy includes hands-on tutorials and demonstrations of features and strategies. In 

some, strategy hints are even offered during the game. The constraints for game strategy 

explanations differ from those for debugging strategy in several ways. The most 

important is the fact that the game is omniscient, having complete information about 

where dangers lurk and how to avoid them, whereas in debugging, a system cannot know 

with certainty where bugs are or how to fix them, and therefore cannot provide guidance 

based on such knowledge. 

Building upon these theories and previous empirical data, we developed a prototype 

with two variants of debugging strategy explanations—video demonstrations and textual 

explanations—within a research spreadsheet environment. In this paper, we present our 

approach, along with ties to its theoretical and empirical origins.  We then present the 

results of a think-aloud study investigating end users’ usage of our approach. Within this 

context, we investigated the overall research question: 
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How can an end-user programming environment explain debugging strategy, “just in 

time”, to active end-user debuggers? 
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2 Explaining Strategy and Supporting Self-Judgment 

As we have pointed out, our goal for explaining debugging strategy was to address the 

30% of the information gaps from our previous study [27] that were about debugging 

strategy. We also included the self-judgment information gaps in our target (an additional 

9% of the prior study’s information gaps). These self-judgments are instances of 

metacognition, reflection about one’s own knowledge state. Because of the importance of 

metacognition to learning and problem solving [20], we view it as critical to learning 

about and succeeding with strategies for debugging.  

We emphasize that the goal of this research was to help end-user programmers with 

their debugging strategies. We were not interested in using these explanations to explain 

features. To support features per se, other explanations (described elsewhere [54]) 

already exist in our prototype, delivered in the form of tool tips. The tool tips provide 

support about how the features work and what their visual feedback portrays, and also 

offer an entry point to strategy explanations, but are not otherwise of interest in this 

document.  

2.1 Video demonstrations or static text?  

What is the right medium for explaining strategies? We considered both recorded 

video demonstrations (“show me”) and static textual explanations (“tell me”). We had 

several reasons for considering video demonstrations. First, a strategy can be described as 

a series of steps, i.e., a procedure. Palmiter and Elkerton pointed out that recorded 

demonstrations can be very effective at teaching a procedure [39]: their recorded 

demonstration groups were faster and more accurate than groups receiving textual 

instructing when learning a procedural task. They warned, however, that retention was 

found to be slightly worse in the participants who received the recorded demonstrations. 

We do not view this as a major obstacle since performance—not education in the long 

term—is our primary concern.  
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Second, self-efficacy theory [6] suggests that seeing a person like oneself overcome 

obstacles and solve a problem may help build self-efficacy.  (Self-efficacy is a form of 

self confidence; it is a prediction of one’s own ability to succeed at a specific task.) In 

fact, research [7] has shown self-efficacy to be particularly important to female end-user 

programmers’ ability to succeed at debugging. A recorded demonstration could display a 

(female) person overcoming obstacles to succeed at a task with which the user was 

struggling. Such an experience would be nearly impossible to produce with text alone. 

Third, video demonstrations provide greater closeness of mapping than static text of 

our explanations to the activities upon which the suggested debugging strategies are built. 

Closeness of mapping—one of the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations [23]—describes 

how closely a representation is related to its domain. The Cognitive Dimensions provide 

a framework for designers whose goal is to ease the mental load placed on the users 

attempting to make use of notations (textual and visual) in the environment.  

These reasons convinced us that video demonstrations would be indispensable. Even 

so, static text has distinct advantages, such as ability to subdivide into very small 

portions, allowing the user to immediately get to the aspect of interest with very little 

navigation cost.  Thus, we included textual versions of the strategy explanations as well, 

so that users could mix them however they preferred. 

2.2 Design constraints: “Show Me” strategies2 

The strategy information gaps of our previous study’s participants [27], end-user 

programmers debugging spreadsheets, fell into six categories: (1) how to find errors, (2) 

how to fix errors, (3) how can I test my spreadsheet, (4) why should I change values, (5) 

what is a good overall strategy, and (6) am I doing it right. This list served as our 

requirements list for content coverage (i.e., what to cover). 

 

                                                           
2 The whole of section 2.2 forms a part of the thesis of Cory Kissinger. This section is a summary of the 
design guidelines elaborated in his thesis.  
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Table 1: Guidelines for recorded demonstrations [43]. 

As to how to cover this list, we turned to Plaisant and Shneiderman’s guidelines on 

preparing recorded demonstrations [43], which led to the constraint set in Table 1. Due to 

the length constraint (Table 1), we divided the above content into 6 video snippets. In 

some cases though, we still could not meet the length constraint—our videos range from 

1-2.5 minutes.  

Since these guidelines are predominately geared towards the syntax, form, and 

structure of recorded demonstrations rather than their content, we added constraints on 

semantic content, based on data from our earlier study and on relevant theories (Table 2). 

Many of these constraints are specific to presenting strategy to end users debugging. The 

complete collection of demonstrations can be viewed at: 

www.cs.orst.edu/~burnett/Forms3/RecordedDemos/.   

Constraint Type 
Provide procedural instruction rather than conceptual information Semantic 

Content 
Keep segments short (15 to 60 seconds) Structure 
Ensure that tasks are clear and simple Semantic 

Content 
Coordinate demonstrations with textual documentation Syntax 

Use spoken narration Form 
Be faithful to the actual user interface Form 
Use highlighting to guide attention Form 
Ensure user control Structure 
Keep file sizes small Structure 
Strive for universal usability Form 
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Figure 2 shows a video snippet of two people, a male and a female (lower left), 

problem solving and discussing a strategy (e.g., how to find errors) on a sample 

spreadsheet (rest of the figure).The actions they take and the effects on the spreadsheet 

are visible in the video. A male/female pair of demonstrators was chosen to encourage 

both males and females to identify with the demonstrators, potentially leading to 

vicarious experiences and boosting self-efficacy [6]. Because of the especially 

pronounced effects of self-efficacy on female end-user programmers [7], we particularly 

wanted to boost females’ self-efficacy. Thus, the female sometimes takes on the role of a 

Table 2: Design constraints specific to strategy explanations for end users debugging. 

Constraint Type Source / Rational 
Present information 
in a concrete to 
general sequence  

Semantic 
Content 

Begin by showing a concrete “how to” example. 
The generalization then recounts the essence of 
the strategy, allowing application of the strategy 
to other cases. 

Include head shot of 
person performing 
actions 

Form To give the user someone to relate to, 
presenting the opportunity for a vicarious 
experience aimed at improving the user’s self-
efficacy [6] and hence self-judgment 
capabilities. 

Interpret feedback Semantic 
Content 

To avert problems in the accuracy of the users’ 
self-judgments [27]. (Relates also to Norman’s 
“Gulf of Evaluation”.) 

Mention oracle 
problem and what to 
do if values are hard 
to decide 

Semantic 
Content 

Empirical evidence shows that end users 
struggle with this issue when debugging (e.g. 
[27]). 

Make benefits clear Semantic 
Content 

According to the model of Attention Investment 
[9], this will have a significant impact on 
follow-up actions the user will take.  

Keep active user in 
mind 

Semantic 
Content 

Our explanations are intended to help “active 
users” finish debugging a spreadsheet now, not 
users whose primary goal is to learn about 
debugging [13]. 

Use informal 
terminology 

Syntax Intimidating vocabulary about debugging and 
program faults could interfere with the user 
relating to the demonstrators. 

Verbalize the 
reasoning of the 
speaker 

Semantic 
Content 

To keep user apprised of the reasoning portion 
of the strategy (not just the UI actions), the 
demonstrator should think out loud. 
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puzzled user who then follows up on a strategy hint, which ultimately leads to her 

success.  

 

2.3 Design constraints: “Tell Me” strategies 

We maintained most of the constraints above for the textual version of the strategy 

explanations, by converting each video snippet to a set of textual questions and answers, 

organizing them such that each snippet became a “category” of text. Each question 

answered by the video snippet was included in its corresponding textual category. An 

example is in Figure 3. We maintained exactly the same wording, but there was no 

example spreadsheet to which the text could refer and there were no demonstrators. Thus 

the design constraints relating to examples and to vicarious learning experiences could 

not be met by the textual explanations.  

The text was in a resizable panel attached to the right of the spreadsheet. The user 

could select a topic and press either “Show me” or “Tell me”. The panel was labeled 

“Strategy Hints” rather than “help,” aiming to be acceptable even to those who do not 

like to admit to needing help.  

 

 

Figure 2: A video explanation. 
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2.4 Layering and navigation 

According to the model of Attention Investment [9], it is important to keep users’ 

actual and perceived costs as low as possible if we want to increase their probability of 

using a feature.  

On way we attempted to meet this goal was to address the cost of navigating to the 

“Show me” and “Tell me” explanations features. We followed the principles of our 

surprise-explain-reward strategy and the layering notions from minimalist learning [19], 

which suggest that information be revealed in “layers” that build upon previous 

information. Thus, we linked the video strategy explanations from the feature-centric tool 

tip explanations, with the feature tying to the strategy to which it most closely related. 

For example, the Make Testing Progress video snippet was linked to the explanation for 

arrows, the checkmark and to the testing progress bar, as they are all primarily used for 

making testing progress.  The text version had hyperlinks within each topic, enabling the 

user to navigate to further topics for deeper understanding.  

 

Figure 3: Textual strategy explanations. (The features alluded to in the explanations are 
discussed in Section 3.2.)  
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To keep actual and perceived costs low of learning to use the explanation themselves, 

we employed standard navigation devices for the videos and the hypertext. For example, 

the videos were played using Windows Media Player in a browser, so they could be 

paused, fast forwarded, rewound, or stopped in standard ways. In the case of the 

hypertext, when the user gets transported to a different set of questions as a result of 

clicking on hyperlinks, he or she can navigate to the previous or later pages, with the help 

of standard navigation buttons (forward and backward). The snippets and text were short, 

and we displayed the time used by each video, to help users assess time costs.  
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3. Experiment 

We made both forms of strategy explanations (video and text), as well as the tool tips, 

about the features themselves available to the participants at all times during their task. 

We used this set-up to investigate the following questions: 

RQ1: Are the strategy explanations successful in closing strategy and self-judgment 

information gaps? 

RQ2: In what ways do strategy explanations influence the participants’ debugging 

strategy choices? 

RQ3: What attitudes will users have about the video and textual explanations, and 

which will they prefer? 

RQ4: What information processing styles will users follow with the strategy 

explanations? 

RQ5: What layering will encourage perusal of the strategy explanations? 

3.1 Participants and procedure 

Strategy is a reasoned plan that exists only in the participant’s head. In order to collect 

strategy data, we needed participant verbalizations, and hence used the think-aloud 

method. Each participant was audio and video taped. There were 10 participants: 7 males 

and 3 females. The participants were undergraduates from a variety of majors, excluding 

computer science. They were required to have prior experience using spreadsheets, but 

were not allowed to have much programming coursework or experience.  

A background questionnaire collected information about the participant such as age, 

gender, programming/spreadsheet experience. In addition, participants filled out a pre-

experiment questionnaire, based on Compeau and Higgins’ validated scale [16], 

containing ten self-efficacy questions specific to end user debugging tasks.  Participants 

then took a 25-minute tutorial, during which they debugged a sample spreadsheet. Then 

they proceeded with the main task, which was to debug a spreadsheet. At the end of the 
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task, a post-session questionnaire gathered participants’ opinions of the video and textual 

explanations, and another collected the post-task self efficacy of the participants. 

3.1.1 Design choices for future experiments 

We were not interested in collecting quantitative data to perform statistical analyses. 

Since our research questions focused on eliciting qualitative rich data, and this was a 

formative evaluation of our prototype, a qualitative study was most appropriate. It would 

be interesting to have more subjects and a control condition in future studies, to 

statistically measure the extent of success the strategy explanations have over just the 

feature-centric explanations. But the additional subjects needed to compare against the 

control condition would have affected our experiment design. For example, it would have 

prevented use of the think-aloud method, which would compromise our goals in rich data 

needed for meeting our research questions.  

Also, we did not design the experiment to support statistical analysis of videos vs. text 

preferences, for the primary reason that our research questions were towards 

understanding the influence of strategy explanations, and not to compare media. 

Understanding which medium of strategy explanation is most effective is an interesting 

question for follow-up studies.  

Another experiment design choice would have been to probe the participants. This is 

potentially a good idea that would need careful implementation. Firstly, it is imperative to 

decide when to probe the participants—during the experiment, or after the experiment? 

Probing during the experiment would be tricky as our goal is to understand the influence 

of strategy explanations, and probing would very likely sensitize and influence the 

participants and introduce bias and noise into the data.  But, after the experiment, it 

would be very beneficial to have participants revisit their videos and intelligent probing 

would be a good way to triangulate our data and hypothesis. Careful introduction of 

probing should be considered in future studies.  
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3.2 Environment 

The debugging features that exist and are subject to explanations are a subset of 

WYSIWYT (“What You See Is What You Test”). WYSIWYT is a collection of testing 

and debugging features that allow users to incrementally “check off” or “X out” values 

that are correct or incorrect, respectively [12].  

In WYSIWYT, untested cells have red borders. Whenever users find a correct value, 

they can place a checkmark (√) in the decision box at the corner of the cell they observe 

to be correct. As a cell becomes more tested, the cell’s border becomes more blue (Figure 

4). If the user notices that a cell’s value is incorrect, instead of checking off the value, the 

user can X-out the value. X-marks trigger fault likelihood calculations, which cause the 

interior of cells having a likelihood of containing faults, to be colored in shades along a 

yellow-orange continuum. In addition, arrows can be popped up allowing users to see the 

dataflow relationships between cells and also reflecting WYSIWYT “testedness” status at 

a finer level of detail. Specifically, the optional dataflow arrows are colored to reflect 

testedness of specific relationships between cells and sub-expressions.  

An important feature of the environment is tool tips. These features are supported in 

the environment via the Surprise-Explain-Reward strategy [54]. If a user is surprised by 

 

Figure 4: The environment. 
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or becomes curious about any of the feedback of the debugging features, such as cell 

border color or interior cell coloring, he or she can seek an explanation, through the tool 

tips (as in Figure 4). If the user follows up as advised in the explanation, rewards 

potentially ensue. Our empirical results with end-user software engineering as supported 

by Surprise-Explain-Reward have been encouraging [12, 54]. The features are also based 

on the Attention Investment model [9]. By reading a tool tip, following its advice, and 

receiving a reward, the user may perceive the value of performing the action to be greater 

than the costs (in time and effort) of doing it. This encourages further use of features in 

the spreadsheet. This is yet another reason for layering the video strategy explanations via 

the “Show me” button on the tool tip  

3.3 Tutorial and Task 

The goals of the tutorial were to familiarize the participants with the think-aloud 

protocol and to get them oriented to the features in the environment. The tutorial did not 

reveal any strategy information or any of the explanations that could be found via tool 

tips; instead, it merely acquainted the participants with the mechanics of the features 

available and encouraged them to use them. 

The tutorial was hands-on, and participants worked with the features while debugging 

a sample spreadsheet. After three minutes of problem solving the sample task, the 

participants were interrupted and were asked to click on “Show me” and “Tell me”, to get 

an idea of what they contained. We asked all the participants to select the explanation of 

“How to find formula errors” (since that was relevant to their current activity), leaving 

the choice of which medium to view first (“Show me” or “Tell me”) entirely to them. 

Participants were allowed to view only a small portion of the explanations at this time, 

because we did not want them to absorb too much of the strategy hints before the main 

task began.  
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After this, the participants were given two more minutes to debug their sample task. 

Following the two minutes, the main debugging spreadsheet, Payroll was given to them. 

Other than the layout, the spreadsheet and the seeded faults were the same as those of [7], 

with a few adjustments to accommodate the changes in layout (Figure 5).  The 

spreadsheet was derived from real end-user spreadsheets written in Excel, and seeded 

with faults we harvested from end users. There were a total of 5 faults representative of 

the fault categories in Panko’s classification system [40].  

Two printouts were given to the participant, one containing the description (Figure 6) 

of what the spreadsheet is expected to do, and the other containing sample correct values 

(Figure 7). The participants were asked to, “test all the values in the spreadsheet, and if 

you find any errors fix them”.  

 

 

Figure 5: The payroll spreadsheet with changes in layout to make rows and columns look 
Excel-like in appearance. 
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Figure 6: The description sheet handed out to participants. Since the figure is too small to 
read, one of the descriptions have been blown up. 

 

Figure 7: The example sheet containing sample correct values. 
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Participants had 50 minutes to debug the Payroll spreadsheet. After 20 minutes into 

the task, participants were interrupted and were asked to select any strategy hint of their 

choice and to click on “Show me”, or “Tell me” to learn about the hint. We introduced 

this interruption as part of the design of our experiment, since our pilot studies suggested 

that some participants might not use any of the strategy explanations during their task, 

and this would have prevented us from collecting the data necessary for our research 

questions. To maintain consistency, we interrupted all participants after 20 minutes into 

their task, regardless of whether they had already viewed an explanation before that 

point. Once they viewed a hint, they were asked to proceed with their task.  
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4. Methodology for analysis 

Our methodology for analysis was largely based on codes.  We devised our coding 

scheme based where possible on prior work, tested the stability of the coding scheme on a 

portion of the data, and then applied the verified codes to the entire data set. Because we 

had four code sets, we usually coded in multiple passes, using one or two code sets at a 

time. 

4.1 Segmentation of the data 

The primary recordings were in the form of audio recordings capturing the 

participants’ utterances, synchronized with the video recordings of their physical 

behavior and screen states. To preserve the integrated data in transcribing it to create a 

written record, the transcriptions captured not only the utterances but also the actions and 

gestures of the participants working on their task. The transcripts were segmented into 

stanzas, each stanza relating to a particular context [21].  A stanza contains about 8-16 

lines of utterances pertaining to a specific context (see Figure 8 for an example).  

4.2 Deriving the codes 

The goal of the codes was to support the analysis of the participants’ (1) information 

gaps, (2) employed strategies, (3) expressions/ reactions to the explanations, and (4) 

objective events such as finding/fixing bugs. The information gap code set (Table 3) was 

reused from our previous study [27]. The ones of interest to this study are strategy 

information gaps, (expressing a need for strategy information), self-judgment information 

gaps (expressing a negative opinion or lack of information about their own abilities), and 
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oracle/specification information gaps (difficulty deciding if a formula or value is right). 

The strategy code set was drawn from another study of ours [8], in which participants 

described their own strategies after debugging a spreadsheet task. The only codes of 

interest to this study are testing (working with values displayed to find errors) and code 

A. Ok, so Singlewithhold [goes after the first cell  that has the darkest cell interior and opens the 
formula tab for it]. [refers to the sheet]. Ok, the Adjusted wage is [opens the formula tab], [reads 
formula and refers to the sheet]. 
A. C18 which is Adjusted Monthly Gross Pay [refers to the sheet], times F3. [refers to the sheet, 
opens formula tab for F3, FedwithholdAllow and reads the formula aloud]. 
A. Ok that formula is correct [closes formula of FedWithold Allow]. So for single withhold [refers 
to the sheet and reads aloud], if adjusted wage is not greater than 119 then 0 else, [refers to the 
sheet] 10% of it should 119, instead of 248 [found the bug!] [fixed the bug on SingleWithhold]. 

Figure 8: A stanza in which participant ‘A’ narrows down his search for a bug, finds the bug 
and fixes it. Notation: [actions] denote actions taken.  

Table 3: Code set for coding  information gaps 

Code Description Example from [27]’s 
transcripts 

Feature/  
Feedback 

Question or statement expressing general 
lack of understanding of the meaning of a 
specific visual feedback or action item, but 
with no goal stated.  

“So with the border, does 
blue mean right and red 
mean wrong?” 

Explanation-
Wrong  

A wrong explanation implying 
misinterpretation or lack of understanding   

“<border color> just has to 
do with how much you’ve 
been messing around with 
it.”  

Whoa 
Exclamation of surprise or of being 
overwhelmed by the system’s behavior.  

“Whoa.”  

Help 
Question or statement explicitly about the 
need for additional help.  

“Help.” 

Negative 
Self-
Judgment 

Question or statement containing the words 
“I” explicitly judging the participant’s 
ability to do the task. (negative utterances) 

“I’m not sure if I know 
anything to do with taxes.” 

Oracle/  
Specification 

Question about a value and/or a formula. “Divided by 10? I don’t 
know...I guess it should be 
times 10.”  

Concept 
Question about an abstract concept, as 
opposed to a question about a concrete 
feature/feedback item on the screen. 

“What does “tested” mean?” 

Strategy  
Question 

Explicitly asks about what would be a 
suitable process or what to do next. 

“What else should I do now” 

How Goal 
Asks how to accomplish an explicitly 
stated goal or desired action. (An instance 
of Norman’s Gulf of Execution [38].)  

“How do you get 100%?”  
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inspection (reading the formulas to find errors). See Table 4.   

Next, we coded participants’ reactions (Table 5). We devised a simple code set to flag 

moments when the participants were frustrated, engaged or disengaged, clearly 

comprehending, or expressing confidence about their own abilities. We looked into the 

Facial Action Coding Scheme [18] to borrow codes for this purpose, but this coding 

scheme did not suit our purpose as it delved down to a greater level of detail than what 

Table 4: Code set for capturing the strategies employed by participants. 

Code Description Example from transcripts 
Testing Talks about testing (changing values, 

marking off cells as being right or wrong 
based on their values, coverage of situations 
etc.) 

“Let me put in another set of 
values to check if the formula 
is right” 

Code 
Inspection 

Talks about actions that involve inspecting 
the correctness of formulas 

“The allowance amount, ok.  
That's C3 times 250 dollars 
which is correct” 

To-Do Lister Using the checkmarks/xmarks to mark 
formulas just inspected.  

“That looks good. Apply 
formula, hide, and check off 
[places check mark in E3].” 

Specification 
Follower 

Using the description sheet to guide which 
cells need to be looked at next  

“[reading description] Lets 
go down to the next one. 
Social security and Medicare. 
[reading]” 

Dataflow Using arrows to understand dataflow 
relationship among the cells  

“[turns on cell arrows for cell 
C18] depends on my adjusted 
wage, my tax.” 

Batch Testing Consecutively placing checkmarks or 
xmarks on more than 2 cells) they identified 
as being right or wrong. 

“All of these should have a 
check mark as I think they 
are good.  [places check 
marks in D3, E3, F3, and 
G3].” 

Fault-
Likelihood 
Liker 

Following the fault-likelihood colors to 
narrow down the search for errors.  

“Ok, so Singlewithhold [goes 
after the first cell that has the 
darkest interior and opens the 
formula].” 

Debugging Editing the formula to fix a formula error 
suspected to be in the cell 

“So if B3 equals married then 
480. Nope, if married then 
390 [changes formula]” 

Border Color 
Liker 

Getting hooked onto the border colors and 
fixated on turning each cell blue before 
moving onto the next cell 

“Oh ok now its a dark purple 
box. So, now I need to do 
Single. [types in Single in 
MStatus]” 
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we wanted to capture. We were interested in obvious changes in reactions and 

expressions, such as being noticeably frustrated (displayed by their utterances as well as 

mannerism such as sighing, cursing and frowning), noticeably engaged (such as nodding 

or smiling) or disengaged in their task (such as whistling, looking away distracted, 

tinkering randomly) or verbally praising and appreciating/acknowledging how confident 

they were of their work. In addition to these major categories of codes, we also included a 

few codes to capture viewing/following help and finding/fixing bugs (Table 6).  

4.3 Application and Agreement 

Random segments of the transcripts were selected and two researchers independently 

applied the codes. Since we had four code sets, we used multiple passes to code. First, the 

codes on Strategy and Reactions were applied. Following agreement, the remaining codes 

were applied and their agreements were calculated.  

Multiple codes were allowed per stanza, as there may have been multiple or related 

strategies or information gap instances contained in a group of related utterances. The 

coders discussed their initial coding decisions and made changes if they agreed that a 

code had been inadvertently overlooked or misapplied. 

Table 5: Code set for coding the five reactions of interest. 

Code Description Example from transcripts 

Engaged 

Clearly engaged in 
watching/reading the strategy 
explanations. 

“How do I test my spreadsheet?” 
[selects hint, clicks tell me button] 
[reads text silently] Ah, here's the 
thing.”  

Disengaged 
Disengaged while 
watching/reading the strategy 
explanations. 

[starts the video] [fast forwards] 
“Skip this.” [fast forwards, pauses, 
goes back to the spreadsheet] 

Frustrated 
Showing signs of frustration 
through sighing and/or 
vehement verbal expressions.  

“It’s just this damn cell... doesn't 
work...” [sighs] 

Comprehension 
Providing the correct 
explanation, implying full 
understanding. 

“To me if a box is surrounded by 
blue, that means it's been thoroughly 
tested” 

Self-judgment 
(positive) 

Statement containing the word 
“I” explicitly stating their 
ability to do the task. 

[laughs] “Yay, I was right.” 
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A widely used rule of thumb is that 80% agreement or higher between coders indicates 

a reasonably robust coding scheme. Because more than one code could be placed on a 

stanza, the calculation of agreement for a particular stanza required comparing two sets of 

codes (one from each coder). The percentage of agreement for a stanza was calculated by 

dividing the size of the intersection by the size of the union. For example, if one rater 

coded a stanza {Code inspection, Batch testing} and the second coded it {Code 

inspection, Testing, Batch testing}, then the agreement for that stanza would be | {Code 

Inspection, Batch Testing}  ∩ {Code Inspection, Testing, Batch testing}| / |{Code 

Inspection, Batch Testing} ∪ {Code Inspection, Testing, Batch Testing}.  

The coders arrived at an agreement of 96%, after the application of the Strategy and 

the Reactions codes. Following this agreement, the Information Gap codes and the 

remaining codes were applied to a different set of randomly selected chunks of 

Table 6: Code set to capture objective events such as viewing/following help and 
finding/fixing bugs.  

Code Description Example from transcripts 

Video 
watched 

When a video was being watched, the 
number corresponding to that video was 
appended to the code.  

Let's click on Show Me to 
see what I need to do with 
that. [video appears] 
[watches video] 

Text help 
viewed 

When a textual help was read, the number 
corresponding to that text was appended to 
the code. 

[selects "how to find 
formula errors" and clicks 
on Tell me] 

Found bug 
Successfully found a bug “What’s this? [found the 

bug]. That’s double taxing 
with medicare.” 

Fixed bug 

Successfully fixed a bug “And then, otherwise, G18 
is not zero, he makes over 
87000, then it is 87000 times 
[fixes the bug ] 

Following 
help 

Following the strategy hints they 
read/watched from the 6 explanations. The 
number corresponding to the explanation 
whose hints were being followed, was 
appended to the code.  

“I am going to check off the 
wrong values for this. This 
value is wrong [places an X 
on social security]. 
(following help on finding 
formula errors) 
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transcripts, and an agreement of 89% was reached. Having therefore tested the codes, the 

rest of the transcripts were coded by one researcher. 
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5. Results: Influences of Explanations on Information Gaps and 

Strategy Choices 

The purpose of providing explanations, whether strategic or feature-centric, is to be of 

assistance to the user to close his need for information while working on the system. It is 

not necessarily a negative sign if a user displays a lack of understanding about the system 

or the way the system interacts with the task. As a matter, of fact curiosity can be 

attributed as a positive sign, as it serves as a potential for further learning [33, 54]. But 

what is of significance to us, is to analyze how many of the information gaps that were 

opened during debugging and problem solving, got closed by the end of the task. This 

would shed light on the effectiveness of the explanation system, on which types of gaps 

were successfully closed, and which types still need to be better addressed.  

5.1 What gaps got closed? 

To quantify the number of information gaps that were closed for each participant, we 

recorded every instance where a new information gap was opened and then tracked each 

opened gap to see if the participant acknowledged either verbally or through their actions 

that the particular gap had been resolved. For example, the following statement opened 

an information gap: “It’s still purple. What am I missing?” In this case the participant F2 

was trying to determine which test situations she had missed in testing her formula. Later 

the participant closed this information gap. 

Let’s turn on the thing [arrows on]…there we go. So I haven't tested [tool tips appears] 
the relationship between G13 and H13 is 0% tested. [pause] Oh!! 

There were 130 gaps opened in total, of which 40% were closed. Strategy- related 

information gaps accounted for only 6.9% of all gaps opened, of which 55.5% were 

closed. The low number of strategy gaps opened may be due to viewing the strategy 

explanations.  Information gaps on self-judgment and gaps relating to features and 

feedback constituted 60% of the total gaps—the two largest categories of information 

gaps that were opened. While only 1% features and feedback gaps were closed, a more 
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significant 48.7% of self-judgment gaps were closed. Therefore, a sizeable fraction of the 

critical gaps we were trying to fill—strategy and self-judgment—were closed. 

Gaps relating to oracle/specification (value/formula) formed the second largest 

category of gaps that were opened, of which 75% were resolved—the largest resolved 

category. The high rate of closing oracle/specification gaps surprised us. It may be due in 

part to the explanations’ influences on the participants’ debugging activities, which is 

discussed shortly. “How do we know if that’s right or not?” is an example of an oracle 

gap. It is about value correctness (oracle), but it also expresses a request for information 

about how to decide whether a value is right, which ties to strategy formulation. This 

suggests that forming an effective strategy potentially helps participants close 

oracle/specification gaps as well.  

5.2 Trend of gaps opened and closed 

The number of information gaps opened and closed in each 10-minute interval (Figure 

9) shows interesting patterns. According to curiosity theory [15], two types of advances 

in knowledge can trigger curiosity: incremental and insights. Incremental knowledge 

closes a gap or two, but does not lead immediately to a solution. Still, each increment in 

knowledge can produce more curiosity, raising new questions (gaps). This phenomenon, 

plus closing out initial easy gaps, matches the pattern through the third interval. 

Specifically, a large number of gaps were closed during the first 10 minutes (lowest 

hanging fruits), whereas in the second and third interval there was a drop in the gaps 

closed (slowly building on increments in knowledge), but with a steady increase in the 

gaps opened (increments in knowledge raising new questions).  

Solving most challenging problems starts off incrementally [33], but eventually, a 

flash of insight can occur, resolving a number of gaps. The fourth interval seems to 

contain such insights, showing a spike in gaps closed (see arrow in Figure 9). According 

to the theory, when an insight is just around the corner is when curiosity rapidly increases 

[33], leading to a surge in gaps opened, as in intervals three and four. Therefore, this 
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pattern of information gaps that were opened and closed, across all participants, pattern 

matches well with Lowenstein’s curiosity theory.   

Of the gaps that were not resolved towards the end, there were (at least) two types: 

those that participants were still actively trying to resolve, and those in which they lost 

interest or gave up.  We did not find a reliable way to differentiate these two cases and 

hence did not attempt to analyze them.  

5.3 Direct Influence on Strategy Choices 

Verifying the direct influences the strategy explanations had on the participants’ 

strategies was challenging. There were only ten participants, each had access to six 

different explanations, and we did not control the timing or choice of explanations they 

viewed. For example, a participant who read an explanation on fixing formula errors 

during the first 10 minutes of the task, cannot be compared to a participant who read the 

same explanation in the last 10 minutes. The former would have ample opportunity to fix 

bugs as he/she had just started the task and was therefore likely to apply the strategy 

more. In contrast the latter read the explanation towards end, when all that remained was 

one bug to fix, allowing only a minimal opportunity to apply the strategy.  
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Figure 9: Gaps opened (light) and closed (dark) over time (in minutes). 
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However, by isolating our efforts to just the strategy explanations that participants 

decided to read/view during the tutorial, we could look for effects on the participants’ 

strategy choices during the first 10 minutes of the task. This allowed us to focus on 

participants who were uniform in accessing certain explanations during the same time 

frame (tutorial) at the same point in the task.   

The participants had been free to access any explanation during the last 2 minutes of 

the tutorial. All 3 participants who accessed explanations during that time viewed the 

strategy explanation on “testing”. We compared their strategies, having read/seen this 

explanation, with the strategies of those who had not. We defined influence of the testing 

explanation as the frequency of testing strategy being greater than or equal to the 

frequency of code inspection. We compared testing to code inspection, because code 

inspection is a familiar strategy applied by users familiar with debugging spreadsheets 

(manually inspecting/checking formulas to verify correctness); code inspection was the 

most predominant strategy during the first ten minutes for 9/10 participants.  The 

frequency of a strategy was measured by the number of instances of the strategy code for 

the participant. For example, a participant was coded, “testing” if they had explicit 

verbalizations and/or actions involving changing values, or checking/x-ing cell values, or 

focusing on test coverage. Participant 2 had six such instances of “testing” strategy codes, 

in the first ten minutes of the task. Note that, since our codes were also based on actions, 

and each contextual chunk of stanza could have only one instance of a particular code, 

our scoring was not based on verbosity. Also, being a within-subject design, the scoring 

scheme is uniform for each individual participant’s activities.  
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Figure 10 shows the frequency of code inspection and testing strategies for each 

participant. Participants 2, 8, and 9 (circled) accessed the explanation on testing. They 

were the only three whose strategies rested heavily on testing. Even with this small 

sample size, Fisher’s Exact test (which is an appropriate test for small sample sizes) 

showed that the testing-explanation viewing participants were significantly heavier users 

of testing strategies than the other participants (p=0.0083).  
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Figure 10: Influence of the testing strategy explanation. 

 Code inspection: dark. Testing: light. 
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6. Results: What Roles did the Explanations Play? 

In order to understand what roles the explanations played in the debuggers’ decision 

making and in their task performance, we classified each participant’s experience based 

on how the explanations influenced their success in debugging (finding and fixing bugs 

above the median) and the information gaps that were closed. We read through each 

participant’s transcript to understand their experience with using the explanations and 

how they related to their performance. The transcripts were supplemented through hand-

written notes that were recorded by one of the researchers who remotely watched all the 

participants’ study sessions, and by replaying videos of some interesting instances to 

verify participant reactions. After summarizing each participant’s experience, those that 

followed a similar theme were grouped together. We identified four such categories: (1) 

explanations playing a role in success, (2) those not in need of explanations, (3) 

explanations leading to misinterpretations, and (4) explanations not being effective. Each 

of them are discussed below with snippets from participants’ sessions.  

6.1 Explanations playing a role in success 

Two male participants exhibited clear evidence of the strategy explanations helping 

them to succeed. Both started methodically debugging, but soon both needed help to 

refine their strategy and to overcome specific information gaps. For example, participant 

M1 was trying hard in the first 20 minutes, to look for bugs, but he didn’t find any and 

didn’t edit any formula.  At the 20 minute point, he was required to view a hint of his 

choice. After reading the hint on, “How to find formula errors” he began following the 

hint’s suggestion, placing X-marks on wrong values and going after the darkest fault-

likelihood colors resulting from them. Using this method, he was successful in finding all 

the bugs, and ultimately fixed 4/5 of them.  

Participant M3 did not seem to understand at first how the border colors related to 

testedness: 
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[cell turns from purple to blue] Interesting. I guess maybe the blue means that I’ve 
checked so it’s, I don’t know, versus purple, versus red. I’m not sure. 

After reading the strategy explanation on testing, however, he was able to close this 

information gap and fix all the bugs: 

 So of the cells that I’ve done, there are few that are untested and few that are tested, or 
need testing. [opens formula for cell D8, an untested cell].  

In addition, he showed that he came to understand the concept of testing different 

situations each formula was involved in. At first, his testing strategy was of a lower, more 

basic level - only to the extent of changing a few values to verify his output. After the 

explanation, his testing strategy evolved to a methodical procedure focusing on cell 

coverage, as he verbalized mid-session: 

[places check mark on D18] It says its 73% tested. So the only other thing I would do to 
fix it, or change it, would be…I'd change my cells instead of if married, something else, 
or if married this, if something else this.. I'd change it to if married this, if single this… if 
something else then there is something wrong with cell B3. That’s just a really easy 
check to make sure that that cell is correct. 

From the final counts of information gaps closed, both these successful participants 

had at least 50% of their gaps closed.  100% of participant M3’s gaps were closed and 

M1 had only 2 information gap instances throughout his task, of which 1 was closed. The 

low numbers of information gaps along with the debugging success of both these 

participants are possibly an influence of the explanations.  

Although both these users’ performance benefited from the explanations, neither of 

them chose to use the explanations voluntarily. If it hadn’t been part of our experiment to 

interrupt them to use the explanations, they might never have used them, and thus may 

not have been as successful. Clearly, work is needed to understand how to draw users to 

use explanations when they are in need of help.  

This issue is multifaceted. One aspect is the possibility of users not realizing when 

they need help [3]. Support techniques such as metacognitive scaffolding might help 

remedy it [34]. Metacognitive scaffolding is designing scaffolding at the metacognitive 

level, to make learners more effective at reflecting on their own needs and at seeking 
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appropriate support [34]. Another aspect is to understand how to make the benefits of 

such explanation systems explicit to the user, and increase their motivation to use it. [49] 

has explored ways to increase perceived ease of use and acceptance of technology, 

through intrinsic motivation of the users. It would be interesting to explore the possibility 

of enhancing motivation towards interacting with explanation systems that aim to support 

end-user software development tasks. It remains an open question as to how to motivate 

users to use such explanations when needed. 

6.2 Not in need of explanations 

One participant did very well without the benefit of explanations. Participant M6 

found and fixed all bugs, making him successful in debugging. His strategy was code 

inspection and checking off inspected and corrected formulas. Although there were a few 

instances of information gaps, they did not obstruct him from performing well on his 

task.  

When required to read a hint at the 20 minute point, he read the hint on “How to fix 

formula errors”. At this point in his task, he had already found and fixed 3 of the 5 bugs. 

Having been successful with his own method for fixing bugs, he may have had no need to 

employ our strategy suggestions.  

This participant had 80% of his information gaps closed. There is no direct evidence 

of this participant applying our proposed strategies to his debugging task. But because he 

was exposed to the explanation system via tooltips, videos and textual explanations, we 

cannot be certain they had no effect.  

This is an interesting category because of its implications to future empiricists who 

embark on conducting similar experiments. This category suggests that there will be a 

subset of participants who are not in need of explanations, and they need to be treated 

differently during data analysis.  

In addition 20% of his gaps were unresolved. As discussed in Section 6.1. his 

reluctance to use strategy explanations may be an issue.  
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6.3 “That’s not what it said…”- Explanations leading to 

misinterpretations 

There were times when the participants misinterpreted the explanations, causing them 

to encounter a series of errors and information gaps that remained unresolved. Three such 

participants fall under this category. Information gaps are one form of learning barriers in 

the system. Although our participants were active users, there had to be some amount of 

just-in-time learning to work with the system, since none of them had worked in this 

environment before. When these barriers (information gaps) are “resolved” by invalid 

assumptions or misinterpretations, it potentially causes more road-blocks and further 

barriers that become insurmountable in nature [29]. This results in knowledge 

breakdowns, thus reducing the possibility of the barriers ever being resolved [29]. For 

these three participants, the explanations seemed to help them find and fix bugs and to 

close some information gaps, but owing to a wrong turn that each of them took, a cascade 

of unexpected events followed, from which the participants could not recover.  

The first participant in this category, M4, expressed a lack of confidence in his 

strategy from the beginning. Although he was following some of the hints, such as 

following the darkest fault-likelihood colors on placing X marks and trying out different 

input values to test a formula, he was not successful in finding or fixing bugs until late 

into the task. His strategy seemed more inclined towards testing, indicated by his 

repeated mention of changing values. The video on “testing”, which he watched during 

the tutorial as well as in the beginning of the task, probably had an influence. The video 

discussed the importance of testing different situations in which each formula was 

involved. Shortly after ten minutes into the task, he tried to include a test case within a 

formula instead of testing the formula by changing the value. In the Payroll problem, a 

person can be “single” or “married”, depending on which, his Health Premium changes. 

The formula said, “if B3 = “Married” then 480 else 390.” He wanted to test the case for 

“single” and he attempted to do so by including another “if” in the formula: 
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That [Health Premium] should be correct. [thinks for a while] I wonder if I am supposed 
to change this around because he is single. [reading formula] I wonder if I need 'if b3 = 
single'. Let’s try it [adds new if statement to the formula - and gets bunch of errors 
because formula is not valid]  

He repeatedly rewrote the formula to implement the complex double-if construct, but 

unfortunately he couldn’t fix it.  He watched and re-read the strategy explanations on 

“How to fix formula errors”, and he tried to follow the suggestions such as including 

more parentheses to the equation, but that didn’t help him.  Despite reading and watching 

explanations on “testing” that mention what purple border colors stand for, he attributed 

testedness (color of the cell borders) to correctness. The participant spent the majority of 

his time trying to fix this formula. Eventually he found and fixed only 2 of the 5 bugs. 

The following quote shows the participant’s repeated attempts and his expression of 

frustration: 

Alright, [adds else to formula -- he is struggling with the formula trying to add new 
condition to test 'single'] I'm not sure what I’m supposed to change with this. [removes 
the part of the formula that he added] Now it’s red. I'm not sure what I did but its red 
[seems to be getting frustrated at this point] What did I do then? I put in a comma. Is that 
what I need is a comma? [adds comma to part of the expression] Nope. That should be 
fine, I don't understand why it’s purple still. Let’s check the other one again [tries to put 
the 'if single' condition into D13 - gets cell errors] [sighing - getting frustrated] I don't 
know why I just did that. Maybe I just needed a space.  

The second participant in this category also fell into a similar trap. F2 watched the 

video on “testing” during the tutorial. She seemed very attentive, nodding and smiling all 

through the video. During the first 10 minutes of the task, her strategy tended towards 

testing instead of code inspection. She placed x marks on wrong values (following the 

hint “How to find formula errors”), and followed the fault-likelihood colors. She also 

followed the hint “How to fix formula errors” to fix some bugs. Within 20 minutes, she 

was successful in finding all 5 bugs and fixed 3.5 of them. The video on “testing” seemed 

to have had a positive influence on her as she paid attention to untested cell references: 
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Ok, [turns on arrows on social security]. Let’s check all of these ones. So Social Security 
should be [refers to the sheet], 6.2% [opens the formula tab]... if ok, we know that one is 
right. Ok, where does this go? [pointing to a red arrow from the else part in the social 
security formula]. Red arrows goes to [reads tool tip], B8 and D8. Ok, so that’s between... 
ok, the sum. So, ok that’s the one we need to test [the red arrow] 

But half way through the task, she misunderstood the formula for Married Withhold. 

She expressed the belief that the output of the formula had to be empty, for the input 

“Single”. This is consistent with considering every formula with every possible situation 

it was involved in, which was a positive aspect of viewing the explanation, but her 

application of the concept was wrong. Similar to the previous participant, she tried to 

construct a double-if formula to accommodate the case “single” within the formula and 

couldn’t resolve the cascade of errors that followed. Since her error messages were 

related to the formula, she repeatedly read/watched the explanation on “How to fix 

formula errors” to help her decode the error messages and fix her formula. She tried 

following the hints such as checking parentheses and cell references, but those weren’t 

the cause of her formula errors. She spent the rest of her time figuring out this issue and 

hence lost time in fixing the other bugs. Her quote towards the end of the task, showed 

signs of her frustration and her repeated attempts to fix the formula: 

Married Withholding, [opens the formula], why do you have that. You shouldn’t be 
having any marriedWithholding because, you are single. [opens the formula]. If [erases 
the part "and B3 equals Married"]. Doesn't work. It’s possible because, [turns on the 
arrows] [sighs... frustrated]. 

The third participant in this category also seemed drawn towards the video on 

“testing”, as she watched it multiple times during her task as well as in the tutorial. From 

the beginning of her task, she was trying out different values and tried to cover every 

situation a cell was involved in. She found 4 of the 5 bugs in her task. But it seemed like 

she was more focused on testing each cell (getting every cell blue), without necessarily 

fixing the bugs. She also several times hard-coded formulas and talked about hard-coding 

formulas. Perhaps this was so that they would spit out the right value she was looking for, 

and she could check off the cell and increase its testedness. Alternatively, perhaps she 

simply did not understand formulas all that well: 
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There is something I’m missing [cell border remains purple] [changes LifeAmount to 
10000] Ok what am I missing? I think its 248 [changes back to 248] times .08 [changes 
.01 in else to .08] [changes .08 to .075].That’s too high, so .079, .078 [changes to .079, 
then .078] [changes to .0785, then .0784] .Ok lets see if that’s right. 

All three participants belonging to this category had fewer than 60% of their 

information gaps closed. Participants M4 and F2, resolved only 10% and 22% of their 

information gaps, respectively. An interesting point here is that F2 was successful in 

fixing bugs (she fixed 3.5/5). Her strategy for finding/fixing bugs seemed to have helped 

her, but most of her information-gap instances were related to her misinterpretations. 

(71% of her unresolved information-gap instances were due to the misinterpretation.) 

Surprisingly, participant F3 resolved 57% of her gaps. This high percentage could be 

attributed to the lack of her even realizing there were gaps that existed in her 

understanding (she never realized that hard-coding formulas was wrong). 

 In all of these three cases explanations led to misinterpretations. This suggests the 

need to steer misled people back on track. [26] discusses stencils that focus users’ 

attention to specific components while performing predetermined tasks in the tutorial. 

The tutorial had procedural steps to follow, and the system detected steps that were 

missed out of sequence. Strategy is not a procedural set of instructions, and cannot be 

gauged purely in terms of the sequence of steps followed.  

As seen in the above examples, participants failed to realize that they misinterpreted a 

concept. The Whyline framework [30] deals with answering why and why not questions, 

providing feedback on the system’s behavior. But these questions would not even occur 

to a person who doesn’t realize he/she has the wrong concept. Participant F3 in this 

category started hard coding her formulas to get the right values. She never realized 

something was wrong [3], bringing back metacognitive scaffolding as one possible way 

to make users realize when they need help [34].  

Two participants in this category assumed they had to enter a test case into a formula 

in order to test that particular situation. In these two cases, the why and why not questions 

[30], would have helped clarify the syntactic errors the two participants were facing as 
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they were struggling to enter the right formula. But the real problem was in their 

assuming a wrong strategy, or a having a wrong mental model.  

It’s a greater challenge for the system to recognize misconceptions and direct users to 

the “right” strategy. Therefore, it’s an open problem on how to steer misled users – those 

who are not even aware of something wrong, and those who try to solve encountered 

errors with false assumptions.  

6.4 Explanations not effective enough 

The previous sections discussed some positive and negative influences of the 

explanations. This section discusses how effective the explanations were—did the 

explanations help the participants resolve their challenges? In the case of 4 participants, 

while there is some evidence that the explanations helped them, their lack of success in 

debugging and their unresolved information gaps suggest that the explanations were 

probably not strong enough to help the participants resolve all their issues. We discuss 3 

of these participants in this section. 

Participant M5’s strategy involved a fair amount of code inspection with a bit of 

testing. He found all 5 bugs and fixed 4 of them within the first 20 minutes into the task. 

He was even successful in finding a bug he had previously introduced. But in the process 

of fixing this bug, he unfixed his previous changes and introduced more bugs. He spent 

the rest of his time fixing the bugs he introduced, but was not successful. He followed the 

hints from the “testing” video, which was not the ideal strategy for the challenge he was 

facing – how to find and fix bugs: 

I'm just going through the checkmarks. [places a check mark in FedWithholdAllow and 
AdjustedWage] I'm trying to see what situations would cause new problems. 

Eventually, he fixed only 3 of the 5 bugs.  

Participant M2 watched/read many of the explanations, but was usually impatient 

(looking away distracted, whistling, fast-forwarding the video), thus taking only a little 

knowledge from each explanation. They seemed to help him find bugs, but the increasing 
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complexity of the bugs he had to fix led to more and more difficulty, and sinking 

confidence.  

Um... I don't understand what NewYTDGrossPay means. In fact the Monthly Adjusted 
Gross Pay is not correct [found a bug?]. Can't be sure of that... and [places a check on 
Monthly adjusted Gross Pay, immediately removes the check]. To be honest I have never 
done anything to do with taxes.  

Participant M2’s impatience may have been due at least in part to a mismatch of the 

explanations to his information processing style. We will return to this point in Chapter 7. 

Participant F1was successful in finding and fixing bugs. She followed the hints on 

finding errors, by placing Xmarks and following the fault-likelihood colors. She found all 

the bugs and fixed 4.5/5 bugs. But when she got to the point of serious testing—testing 

all situations of a formula—the border colors seemed to confuse her. Her information 

gaps started to rise. When she started reading the explanations, she was near the end of 

her task, and it seemed that the new information served to increase her frustration  

To me if a box is surrounded by blue, that means it's correct. That's what I would assume, 
unless I'm reading it wrong. [clicks on “Am I doing it right” and clicks tell me] I'm not, 
look at this. [reads out loud “That's what's supposed to happen when you change a 
formula, the decisions can't be used anymore. No, the red colors just mean that the cells 
aren't tested anymore because…” [looks frustrated] Pain in the... 

Each participant’s depth of understanding of the strategy explanations was something 

we did not measure. Therefore, although 3 of the 4 participants had at least 60% of their 

information gaps closed, we are not sure of how well they applied their learning to the 

task. We observed many instances when participants seemed to lack an effective strategy 

to apply to their task as it got challenging. It is perhaps optimistic to hope that 

participants who read/view the explanations will absorb every word of the explanations to 

apply to their task. More likely, participants take away only a few aspects of the 

explanations, after reading/viewing them. We suspect that their depth of understanding 

may not have been sufficient, resulting in a low-level strategy that might help tackle the 

easier problems early in the task. But as the task gets challenging, a deeper understanding 

and applying a more effective strategy may be needed.  
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A possible solution to mitigate this problem is by dividing each explanation into 

layers. Each layer of explanation with increasing complexity may be one way to make the 

explanations more effective. [42] Discuss multiple layering of a visual interface, by 

gradually enhancing the features and functionalities that get introduced to the user. 

Perhaps we need to understand how to effectively layer strategies within each other [19].  

In the design of the textual explanations (as discussed in Chapter 2), we have 

hyperlinks within each explanation leading to related strategy topics. As discussed, the 

hyperlinks are a type of “layering” as well, but the layers are between different strategy 

explanations, as opposed to advanced versions of the existing explanation. For example, 

the strategy explanation on “Testing the spreadsheet” can be divided into four layers. The 

first layer would explain the importance of trying out values to assess right and wrong 

cells. Further hyperlinks can lead to “advanced testing strategies” layers such as (1) 

trying out multiple values, (2) local cell coverage, and (3) global testedness.  This might 

potentially provide a clear distinction to the user as to what advanced strategies to resort 

to when the going gets tough. Consolidating all these layers via one single chunk of 

video/text doesn’t seem to bring out the aspects that need to be emphasized, as the 

participant gets deeper into the task and is in need of more advanced strategies. This 

design idea is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.  
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7. Results: Information Processing Styles and Layering 

7.1 Information processing styles  

How did participants process the explanations they accessed? Some participants would 

only read/watch a portion of an explanation, while others would dedicatedly read/watch 

all of the explanation. Of particular interest in these types of information processing was 

an apparent gender difference consistent with the Meyers-Levy information selectivity 

theory [35]. The following two examples demonstrate. 

Consider male M4, who brought up a video near the beginning of the task and 

watched some of it, but closed the video as soon as he learned something he could try 

(using checkmarks when a cell’s values are correct and X-marks when they are wrong). 

His choice to return to the task without watching more of the video is consistent with 

“heuristic processing” [35], or following up one cue before looking for other cues. This 

style is statistically associated with males [35]. Because of his rapid departure from the 

video, the male watched hints on usage of features, but did not get the treatment of 

strategy, or the video. Perhaps this is why this participant struggled with his task despite 

watching parts of explanations.  

On the other hand, female F2 decided to re-watch a video she had watched in the 

tutorial. She navigated to the part of the video that discussed strategy when a cell turns 

purple. (She had purple cells in her spreadsheet at that point.) As soon as she re-watched 

this part, her face lit up, and she exclaimed “Oh!” However, despite having gotten this 

relevant information, she did not stop the video; she continued to watch until the end. 

This style of comprehensively gleaning all possible information before moving onto 

apply it, is consistent with the “comprehensive” style of information processing [35]. 

This style is statistically associated with females [35].  

Gender differences aside, these two styles of information processing suggest the need 

for supporting both “modes” of viewing the explanations. For heuristic- (cue-following) 

style users, direct access to small snippets of information may be ideal. Our study may 
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have served these users reasonably well with text but, since the videos were sometimes 

over two minutes long, the video snippets were probably better suited to comprehensive-

style users.  

7.2 Layering strategy explanations   

Did layering matter? Recall that we supported access to the strategy explanations in 

two ways: directly through the panel, and through “layers” [19] of additional information 

via the “Show me” button inside the tool tips and the hyperlinks among the textual 

explanations.  

A count of the accesses to the strategy explanations (row-wise in Table 7) shows that, 

for videos, participants used direct and layered accesses about equally. This suggests that 

providing layered access to this medium is important. It further suggests that adding 

strategy hooks to feature-centric help (e.g., the “Show Me” button in the tool tips) is an 

effective way to attract active users’ interest to strategy explanations. However, in 

contrast to video access through layering, participants hardly used layering at all through 

the hyperlinks for the textual explanations.  

Turning to participants’ preference of using videos versus text (column-wise in Table 

7), both modes mattered, as we will discuss in Chapter 8.  The difference in the access 

counts between videos and textual explanations seems primarily due to textual 

explanations being used more often for first-time approaches on a strategy topic (see 

Chapter 8).  

Direct Accesses  Layered Accesses  

Videos accessed via panel 9 Videos accessed via tool tips 8 

Textual explanations 
accessed via panel 

28 Textual explanations accessed via 
hyperlinks 

2 

Table 7: Total accesses summed over all participants during main task (excludes tutorial 
accesses) 
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7.2.1 Discussion 

Consider the two types of explanations: the features type and the strategy type. The 

textual strategy explanations’ hyperlinks are layering in the sense that they offer new 

information to supplement existing information; still, both layers pertain to same type, 

namely strategy. For example, in Figure 11, the topic on the left discusses strategy hints 

on making progress with testing. Clicking on the hyperlink “different values”/ “changing 

values” bring up the strategy explanation on the right... On the other hand, in the case of 

the tooltips to videos layering (Figure 12), there is a change in the type of explanation: 

from feature to strategy. Given this change in type, the increment in information content 

promised may have seemed larger in the tool tip/video case, which can increase curiosity 

[33].  

  

 

                 

Figure 11: Layering of textual explanations: There is no change in the type—the topic on 
the left and the topic on the right are both of the strategy type.  

 

          Same type 
Textual strategy 
topics 
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Another factor may have been the perceived opportunity to try the information just 

read. If a tool tip about a feature was not useful alone, participants may have felt the need 

to find out about strategy, before trying to actually use the new information. In contrast, 

in the hyperlink case, having just gotten a strategy hint, these active users [13] may have 

felt more inclined to try it out on the task at hand than to read more different strategy 

hints.  

 

  

Figure 12: Layering of video explanations: There is a change in type, from feature/feedback 
to strategy (via “Show me”). 

 

These results suggest that feature-to-strategy information layering is quite effective, 

but it is not clear if strategy-to-strategy information layering is effective, since the ladder 

does not offer a change in the explanations type. 

7.2.2 Revisiting our recommendation for layering strategies 

Recall that in Section 6.4, layering explanations within a single strategy (such as 

advanced strategy explanations on the “testing” strategy) was proposed as a 

recommendation to make explanations more effective. Although the results in this section 

suggest that strategy-to-strategy information layering may not be effective, this design is 

slightly different from our recommendation.  Layering textual strategy explanations 

through hyperlinks lead to entirely different strategy topics, as opposed to the 

Feature/feedback explanation 

Strategy explanation on finding bugs 

Change in type  
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recommendation (Figure 13), which suggests identifying strategy subtopics within each 

major strategy, and revealing them one per layer.  

This step by step introduction to strategy subtopics has many potential benefits. 

Firstly, since each strategy has been decomposed into smaller subtopics, it decreases the 

time required to view the explanations. Since our target users are “active users” [13], 

cost-benefit-risk decisions play an important role in investing their time and attention in 

explanations [9]. Secondly, talking about only one sub-strategy ensures cohesiveness, 

which potentially would help users from straying away from a concept.  Finally, we hope 

that this style of layering will be beneficial to both styles of information processing— 

comprehensive and heuristic [35]. Since each strategy topic covers all the strategy 

subtopics via layers, a comprehensive processor can get the complete explanation for 

each strategy. On the other hand, the heuristic processor can choose the subtopic he/she 

wants to access according to the “cue” it offers [35]. Therefore, this style of layering is 

one possible solution to the make explanations more effective. Further empirical research 

is needed to test this style of layering.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: The strategy of testing can be subdivided into specific strategy subtopics with 
each layer explaining an advanced subtopic. 

4. How to get your 
spreadsheet 100% tested 

3. How to cover all situations 
in your formula 

How to test your spreadsheet? 

2. How to double check your 
results by trying multiple values 

1. How to try out values to find 
incorrect cells 

More advanced 
subtopics 
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8. Results: Video vs. Text—Preferences, Relation to Success and Self-

Efficacy 

8.1 Video vs. Text: Preferences 

The post-session questionnaire elicited participants’ rating on the videos and textual 

explanations in terms of finding and fixing bugs, how favorite the feature was, their 

overall usefulness, and positive and negative comments. All of the questions were in the 

format of a Likert scale (ranging from 0-5), except the rating on how favorite the 

explanations were (participants had to rank from 1-10, since there were 10 features) and 

the positive and negative comments on the explanations (which were multiple choice, 

having equal number of positive and negative choices). In order to understand the overall 

preference of videos vs. text, we calculated a grand score by converting all of these 

scores to a scale of 0-5 and summed the scores. According to the scores, 1 participant 

strongly preferred video over text, and 2 participants strongly preferred text over video. 

Of the remaining participants, 1 preferred the two equally, and the rest had a mix of 

reactions, but most preferred text a little more than video.  

We expected the videos to have a clarity advantage, and participants confirmed this. 

The most common positive comment about the videos was “They were clear to follow.” 

However, the most common positive comment about the text pertained to time cost of 

getting information: “Useful as a quick reference.” The most frequent negative comment 

for both the videos and text was also about time, namely that they were time-consuming.  

The time-oriented results underscore the participants’ “active user” attitudes, spending 

as little time as possible learning in favor of doing [13], and also point to the time-

oriented cost/benefit tradeoffs of the attention investment model [9].  

Note that it is not possible to draw conclusions about preferences for visual media 

from this result. The videos were not just visual—they were different in many ways from 

textual explanations, using concrete examples, a mix of changing and unchanging visual 

material, and an auditory medium (the spoken part).  
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8.2 Video vs. Text: First-time and Follow-up 

There are two situations for using explanations: approaching a topic for the first time, 

and following up on the same topic later. Surprisingly, the first-time approach to a topic 

was almost always done via text. In fact, 5 of the 10 participants used only textual 

explanations for first-time approaches. 4 used both media for this, and 1 participant used 

only videos for first-time approaches. The participant counts were consistent with the 

instance counts: by any measure, text was much more popular for first-time approaches.  

For follow-up visits to a topic, the mix was quite different. The likelihood of follow-

up being done via video versus text was almost identical. Of the 5 participants who 

revisited, 1 participant used videos for this purpose, and the rest used a mix of video and 

text. There were multiple reasons for following up with an explanation. At one end of the 

spectrum was the need for a quick reference to a particular aspect. At the other end of the 

spectrum was a need for clarification via a detailed example, which could only be done 

using the video. For example, one of the female participants went back to the “testing” 

video to refresh how to find different test situations: 

So how do I find the different situations? [Clicks on show me] Oh right, the arrow 
connects is a good one. Forgot about that. 

These results make clear that supporting strategy explanations by a mix of text and 

video was important to our participants. 

8.3 Videos vs. Text: Success and Self-Efficacy 

Videos seemed to be particularly helpful to participants whose debugging performance 

was less than stellar (i.e., those who fixed fewer bugs than the median). The videos were 

marked as being helpful by all 5 of these “unsuccessful” participants, plus 1 of the 

successful participants. The text, on the other hand, was marked by all 5 of the successful 

participants but not as uniformly by the unsuccessful participants: 3 of the 5 unsuccessful 

participants marked it. Clearly, the successful participants derived less benefit from the 

videos, and hence saw little need to bear the additional time cost, whereas for the 

unsuccessful participants, the opposite was the case. 
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Recall that, in addition to our content goals, one of the goals of the video was intended 

to be a vicarious boost of self-efficacy. A previous study has indicated that this may be 

particularly needed by females [7]. In fact, 2 of the 3 female participants (the third female 

did not use the videos) agreed with the questionnaire’s query as to whether the videos 

“made me feel more confident”. Interestingly, none of the 7 males marked this comment. 

This is encouraging evidence regarding the goal of boosting self-efficacy via the videos.  
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9. Conclusion 

This thesis refined an approach, derived from theory and prior empirical results, for 

explaining debugging strategies to end-user programmers, and then evaluated it.  Some of 

the results were: 

Positive influences:  Evidence of successful aspects occurred in several forms. First, 

9/10 participants marked strategy explanations as being useful to debugging. Second, in 

terms of information gaps, 55%, 49%, and 75% of the strategy, self-judgment, and 

oracle/specification information gaps, respectively, were closed. Third, females seemed 

particularly responsive to the confidence-boosting goal. Finally, there was a significant 

effect on participants’ strategy choices. 

Presentation: Pronounced differences in participants’ use of different media (video 

versus text) and information processing styles (heuristic versus comprehensive) 

demonstrated the critical importance of supporting a mix of presentation choices.  

Issues: The explanations were not a panacea. Issues included participant 

misinterpretations of the explanations, lack of ability of the explanations to resolve all 

challenges, and lack of motivation or interest in them. Some formative ideas on how to 

mitigate these issues have been discussed. Still, these issues identify interesting open 

questions for further research 

We emphasize that all of the findings relate to cost-benefit-risk decisions users make, 

as Blackwell’s model of attention investment predicts and our participants bore out. In 

fact, the participants’ explicit focus on time costs particularly underscore the importance 

of considering attention investment and the “active user” audience in designing 

approaches to explain debugging strategies to end-user programmers. 
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Appendix A: Sample of Transcribed and Coded Dialogue 

Stanza Text Code 

1 

c: [reading description silently] Ok. I've read the, 
first the top sheet and then the bottom sheet is the 
examples. So Lets look at this. [inaudible] We 
have Bob, he's single, allowances [looks at 
description] lets see.   

2 

c: SingleWithHold [reads formula for D3 - reading 
description] Where is the adjusted wage. That's 
what we got. Let's see that thing first [opens G3 
formula] Umm. [reading description]. So that would 
be gross pay which is down here in B15, umm - 
B18, excuse me. [reading description]. So we'll 
take B18...monthly adjusted gross pay, so that’s 
C18, monthly adjust gross pay [modifying G3] C18 
minus the number allowances, which is in cell C3, 
times 250 [reads formula] That looks good. Can I 
use a pen on this sheet or are you going to use it 
again? Sf, D,CI,Db,L 

 k: We can always print it out again, so don't worry.  

 

c: Ok. I will use the handy dandy feature and 
check it off [places check mark in G3 - giggles and 
smiles]. [under breath] I'm sure you will appreciate 
it. Umm.   

3 

c: So we call that amount the adjusted wage 
[reading description] Gotcha. So I might as well 
look in cells D3 and E3. So let's do the single one 
first.  SF,CI,D,L,Db,Fo,Fi 

 

c: Single. [reading formula] If G3 is less than or 
equal to, so where is G3.. [reading description] 
Adjusted wage... where is my adjusted wage cell.. 
there it is, G3 again. minus.. it says 248. I wan't 
that to be 119 [changes formula - thinking - he 
fixed an error!]. Ok that looks good to me [places a 
check mark in D3] I'm calling that a good cell.   

4 

c: Let's look at the married. [opens formula for E3] 
[reading description] If married and adjust wage is 
not greater than 248 then the withholding tax is 
zero, so B18.. oh, where did B18 come from. 
That's the gross pay. Now I want adjusted wage. If 
G3 [modifies formula - changing B13 to G3 in both 
places it appears in the formla - he fixed an error!]. 
That looks good. Apply, hide, and check off [places 
check mark in E3].  CI,Fo,Fi,L,Db 
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5 

c: Ok. Next cell. So.. [reading description silently] 
[opens formula for cell F3] What does that cell say. 
C3 which is allowances times 250. 250 dollars. 
Allowance amount. [reading description out loud]. 
So the allowance amount, we’re seeing that that’s 
what FedWitholdAllow means. ok.  That's C3 times 
250 dollars which is.. correct [places check mark in 
F3].  CI,L 

6 

c: So let's see what happens if I put in one 
allowance [changes C3 to 1]. [reading description] 
The adjusted wage should change, and the federal 
withhold allowance change. [clicks apply] Yep. 
There they go. ok. that's good.  T 

7 

c: [reading description] Lets go down to the next 
one. Social security and Medicare. [reading] 
There's monthly gross pay down here in B18 
[continue reading] Ok. Tax summary. [reading cells 
in row 7] So he's got social security, Medicare, fed. 
withholding, and employee taxes. [reading 
description] Ok. The box only shows, or, points to 
columns B and C, so I'll just adjust those and 
leave...umm, I'll look at federal withholding and 
employee taxes later.  SF 

8 

c: Let's look at social security [opens cell formula 
for B8]. What are the rules for social security. 
[reading description] So gross pay is..Year to date 
gross pay is in E18. Umm.  CI,D 

9 

c: This formula looks funky [referring to B8]. Maybe 
I'll just re-type it. But there is no cap on the 1.45% 
withheld from Medicare. Ok. So if.. yah, I'll just re-
type it all. I'm looking at social security tax 
summary. [typing formula] So if my year to date 
gross pay is.. which is E18.. if E18 is less than 
8700, then the cell value will equal .0620, that’s 
6.2%, times that cell value which was E18. Else it's 
going to be equal to 87000 times .062, meaning if 
the cell value in E18 which is my year to date 
gross pay is less than 87000 dollars then I am 
going to take that value and multiply by 6.2 
percent, else I am going to take my 87000 and 
multiply it by 6.2 percent.. so that would be.. that's 
how we put the cap on it, and its on year to date 
gross pay. I like that cell, so we'll give it a little 
check mark and hide it [applys formula and places 
check mark in B8]  CI,Db,L,Fo,Fi 
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10 

c: There’s no cap on the 1.45% withheld for 
Medicare. Ok. [opens formula for C8] Year to date 
gross pay. It doesn't explicitly say, but I'll say that, 
yah. umm. Lets see, E18 [changes formula from 
B18 to E18] times..1.45%, good, that looks good. 
[clicks apply and places check mark in C8]. I like 
that box. Ok, that’s those two, umm..  CI,Db,L 

11 

c: Nothing on my little directions here points to D8 
or E8. [opens formula for D8] if B3 equals single.. 
where's B3.. ok, if he's single then D3 else E3. Ok. 
That makes sense. Single withholding or married 
withholding. Ok.  CI 

12 

c: Employee taxes [opens formula for E8 - reads 
formula] Where’s all my 8s. B plus C plus D8 
[looking at cell values]. Do we really want to add 
our withholding. Ok that's taxes that they would 
have already paid. The withholding plus Medicare 
has already been withheld. So that makes sense 
too. Umm. ok.  CI,D 

13 

c: Let's go down to insurance [reading description] 
[opens formula for cell C13] So that should say if 
married, ok.. so yah. if B3 equals married then 
480.. Nope, if married then 390 [changes formula] 
oh.. No I was right.. uhh.. it was right the first time 
[changes formula back]. Can I do undo... no undo! 
Ok. If B3 equals married, so if they are married 
their insurance is 480 for married and 390 for 
single, if married then 480. Single is 390 again. 
That looks good.  SF,CI,Db,Ip 

14 

c: The only thing that I would change with that and 
I'm not going to, is I would put an else if where I 
would have single and this amount, married then 
this amount, else there is something wrong with 
B3, because there is only two options. Umm, there 
would be just another spreadsheet check. Let's 
see, so, instead of just putting a blanket statement 
out there, so if B3 says Eric, it would still show up 
390 dollars for single. So I would put another 
check on there to make the value in B3 is an 
expected value. Umm.  T 

15 

c: Dental premium. Let's look at it [opens formula 
for cell D13.] [reading description] Monthly dental 
insurance premium is 39 for married and 18 for 
single. So again if you are married then 39, else 
18. That looks good.  CI 
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16 

c: Life premium. [reading description] [opens 
formula for cell E13] Ok. That's wrong. [changing 
formula] So its 5 dollars per 10000. Life amount is 
in cell B13. B13 times, per 10000. I'm sure that’s 
prorated so it would be multiplied by, .12 I hope I 
get enough zeros. It was probably right before I 
deleted it. Let's see. [thinking] [enters B13*.0005 
back into the formula]  CI,Db,T 

 

c: So let’s check that. [changing value in B13] So if 
I want 10000.. apply.. I should get 5 in my life. That 
worked out good, so I got the right number of 
zeros. Let’s see if I write 20000 [changing formula 
B13 again] it should say 10. It does, so, I got the 
right number of zeros there. That's good. [changes 
B13 back to 0] [places a check mark in cell E13]   

17 

c: So my life premium looks good. [checks C13 
and D13]. Employee cost [reading description]. 
Again, if you are married [opens formula for F13] 
hmm..  T,CI,L 

 

c: Employee cost, oh, I'm looking at employee 
contributions, excuse me. [closes formula and 
opens formula for G13] Employee contributions, if 
you are married.. 512.. and 300 if you are single. 
That looks good [places a check mark in G13].  

18 

c: So if type married in cell B3, all the values down 
there should change, C13 should go to 480, umm, 
D13 should go to 39 and the one I just changed 
should go to 521. So lets see if that happens. 
[enters "married" in cell B3] and all three of those 
values changed, so that’s good. We'll keep it 
married.  T,BT,Bmean,In 

 

c: [places check in G13] check that I like that one.. 
I like that box. Why did these change to little 
question marks [mouse over C13] hmm.. [places 
check mark in C13 and D13] I thought I had them 
as checks. [cell turns from purple to blue] 
Interesting. Umm.. I guess maybe the blue means 
that I've checked that so it's, I don't know, versus 
purple, versus red. I'm not sure.   
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19 

c: Let's see. Employee cost. Does it say anything 
about employee cost. [reading description] Well, it 
should be [thinking].. it doesn't say anything about 
the employee cost. What does this say [opens 
formula for F13] C13, which is the health premium 
plus the life premium plus the dental premium.. 
ok.. so that's the employee cost and I would 
assume net cost is employee cost minus employer 
contribution.. no, what does it say. If F13.. if the 
employee cost is greater than G13 then F13 
minus.. ok that makes sense.. else 0. That makes 
sense because we don't want a net cost under 
zero. SF,CI 

20 

k: sorry to interrupt you, but as part of the test at 
this point in time, we ask that you choose any one 
of the strategy hints, and either look at show me or 
tell me, right now. Choose any one you like. TH3,E,   

 

c: Ok. Ummm.. How do I test my spreadsheet.. tell 
me [selects strategy from list and clicks tell me 
button]. [reading text silently] Ah, here's the thing. 
What if it changed purple. [reading] [clicks on 
hyperlink to Am I doing it right] [reading] The red 
cells mean the cells aren't tested anywhere, 
because you have changed the formula. [reading] 
If they are purple they need testing. Ok.  

 k: Thank you, you can proceed.  

21 

c: So I've got.. of the cells that I have already done 
there’s a few of them that are untested and few 
that are tested, or need testing that I have 
changed. [opens formula for cell D8 (which is a red 
cell)].  Eright,FH3,CI,T,Hq,D,BT 

 

c: So let's do this. [changing C3] Let’s make 2 
allowances for this person. Umm. How would I test 
D3. I would change the value in cell G3. No, ok.. 
then what is G3 dependent on.. C18.. [modifying 
E18] Let's put some hugely gross pays in.. 
[changes value to 10000] I made 10000 dollars 
this year. [modifying B18 - changes value to 
20000] Ok.. Now I've got some numbers.   

 

c: [places check mark in D3, E3] Ok, I'm going to 
say I like both withholdings. I'm going to turn this 
back to 0 [opens formula for cell E18]. [changing 
B3] Maybe I'll change him back to single, and see 
how these cells act. [places check mark in D8 and 
E8. [opens formula for B8] I don't know how I have 
not [places check mark in B8 and C8] that seems 
to be good. [checks formulas for D8 and E8] Hmm.   
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22 

c: Ok. employer net cost, [opens formula for cell 
H13] we looked at that, and decided that was ok. 
[places a check mark in H13] [places check mark 
in F13]. All of these should have a check mark in 
them, because they all have been.. I think they are 
good.  [places check marks in D3, E3, F3, and 
G3]. CI,L,BT 

23 

c: So lets go down to monthly adjusted gross pay. 
[reading description] So take all of your deductions 
which is going to be, umm [reading], child care, it 
says zero there, ok, but I will assume it says G8, 
so we want to take G8 and then all of the 
insurance (mumble) which is above the employers 
contributions, so it would be the net cost, I 
subtracted from gross pay (mumble) adjusted 
gross pay. So here’s my gross pay in B18, so it 
should be B18 minus [opens formula for C18] both 
G8 and H13.. it says F13.. what is F13.. employer 
cost.. but it says the insurance expense above the 
employers insurance contribution so it does 
include it.. so we are going to change that to H13 
[changes formula to H3 - he fixed a bug!] Ok. The 
rest of these boxes (mumble) Net pay would be, 
what does that say [opens formula for cell D18] 
C18 [places a check mark in C18] C18 minus E8, 
employee taxes, ok, net pay is how much his gross 
pay minus his withholding.. that makes sense so I 
like that box [places check mark in D18]. SF,CI,Fo,Fi,Db,L 

24 

c: Year to date gross pay, ok, new year to date 
gross pay, which would be the old one I guess, 
E18 plus B18 [opens formula for F18] yep, and 
that’s what it says, so I like that one as well [places 
check mark in F18]. Gross over 87k, so, if 87k are 
greater, lets see what does it say [opens formula 
for G18] [reads formula] Ok that makes sense.  CI,L 

25 

c: So it seems that all of my cells I like, lets test it 
using these [showing description sheet]. So Bob is 
single, he’s got one allowance [changes C3 to 1] 
and his gross pay was 6000 dollars [changes B18 
to 6000] and his year to date gross pay was 54000 
dollars [changes E18 to 54000] his life amount is 
10000 [changes B13 to 10000] and I guess I don't 
have to hide those, do I [shows all the formulas for 
the input cells he just modified and leaves them 
visible] Pre-tax childcare is nothing.  T,VF,In 
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c: So lets look at all these. Allowances one. 
SingleWitHold why does it say nothing. [reading 
description] hmmm. Some of the values are 
intentionally not shown. Oh thanks.. [laughing to 
self] that’s handy. ok. umm. Let's check the rest of 
the values that I can. Social security, Medicare, 
federal withholding, employee taxes, did I do 
something wrong.. ok.   

26 

c: So what did I do wrong. Social security. Let’s 
look at that. [opens formula for cell B8] .062 times 
E18 which is my, oh, that’s my Year to date gross 
pay, I want a year to date gross pay, I want my, oh 
it is [reading description silently] If E18, which is 
my year to date gross pay is less than 87000 
dollars.. May I open a calculator? [to Kyle] In,CI 

 k: Yeah, there should be one.  
 c: Like…  
 k: You can use a calculator.  

 
c: [laughing] Thanks. [opens calculator application 
from start menu]  

 

k: Oh. You can't use a calculator actually. So, I'm 
sorry. I don't have the authority to say (I think that's 
what she said). So, no calculator.  

27 

c: [laughing] [whispering to camera] She almost 
messed it up. Ok. Umm. 87000 times 6.2 percent, 
.062 is 6.2 percent, times the value of E18. That 
should be correct. Why am I not getting a correct 
value. It says it should be 372 and Medicare 
should be 87. [opens formula for C8] [changes 
formula for C8] What if I.. Ok. Well, let’s just do 
that. So I changed cell E18 to B18 [modifying B8 
now changing formula - he fixed a bug!] which 
gives me the right number, but I don't think it’s 
what I would do. It says the social security portion 
6.2% will be withheld on the first 87000 of the year 
to date gross pay, but there is no calc on the 
1.45% withheld from Medicare. Which is fine. 
[reading description]  CI,VF,T,Fi,Db, 

28 

c: My net pay depends on my insurance costs, 
pretax childcare, and gross pay. Oh, I can use that 
little middle button thing to see which ones depend 
on which.. Let's do that.. That's fun. [turns on cell 
arrows for cell C18] depends on my adjusted 
wage, my tax, oh my adjusted wage goes there.. it 
depends on my gross pay, and my pretax, and my 
employee net cost. It depends on all those. Ok.  D 
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29 

c: Well it says year to date, and my year to date 
gross pay is in E18. That’s 54000 in my example 
again.. my fist example. However I get the correct 
numbers when I put it into my gross pay as cell 
B18, so we are going to go, and this says example 
correct values [holds up description sheet] so I'm 
going to follow this and say that those cell should 
be referencing B18, so I changed them to do that 
[places check mark in cell B8 and C8] and then, 
lets see if I got all of the right numbers.  T,D,Db 

30 

c: So making those two changes in my 
spreadsheet. Single, allowances one, those cells 
are all (mumbling) [pointing to D3-G3] umm, let’s 
see. Tax summary, social security 372, which is 
correct, Medicare looks good, Fed. withholding 
looks good, employee taxes looks good. Life 
amount, 10000 is what I entered, health premium 
is 390 which looks good, 18 for dental, good, life 
premium looks good, employee contribution and 
net cost all look good. Goss pay, 6000, monthly 
adjusted gross pay looks good, net pay looks 
good, year to date gross pay and then those two 
are, umm, exact. Ok.  T 

31 

c: Lets try example number two to confirm my 
spreadsheet, again, status is married [changes B2 
to married]. I have 5 allowances [changes C3 to 5]. 
50000 dollars for my life [changes B13 to 50000].  T,FH3 

 

c: It would be nice if they showed up as dollar 
amounts, with the dollar sign, as opposed to just a 
straight integer, because then I could adjust, or, I 
mean, maybe I'm just crazy, but I could easily 
differentiate between allowances 5.. an integer 
amount, or number of allowances versus amount 
of money.  

32 

c: So I changed everything year to date gross pay 
is 72000. Alright, Lets check those values. Social 
security 496, Medicare 116, my federal withholding 
is off and same with my employee taxes.. why is 
that. [opens formula for cell D8] [reading] what 
does E3 depend on. [closes formula - opens 
formula for cell E3] [reading description] That looks 
good. [opens formula for cell G3] Adjusted wage is 
C18 which is the monthly adjusted gross pay, 
minus C3 times, which is the number of 
allowances, time 250. Ok. Now all looks good. I’ve 
got 490, 16, that is off by 40 dollars, that is also off 
by 40 dollars because its in addition.. so for some 
reason that’s not working out for me. why not.  T,VF,CI,D 
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33 

c: Married withholding. [turns on cell arrows for cell 
E3] it depends on G3, [turns arrows on for G3] G3 
depends on allowances and monthly adjusted 
gross pay. Let’s look at the rest of the cells. Health 
premium looks good, dental looks good, life looks 
good, employer costs looks good, employer 
contribution looks good, Net cost looks good. 
Monthly adjusted gross pay is off. Ok. That's 
contributed to my married withholding being off.  D,T 

34 

c: Net pay again. Ok. So lets look at this cell 
[opens formula for cell C18] what does this say. 
B18, which is my gross of 8000 dollars, minus G8. 
I know what I did wrong. I forgot to enter my pretax 
child care, and that is why all my values are off 
[changes G8 to 400]. Tricky, because I didn't have 
to do that on the last one.  CI,Ip,T,BT,FH3 

 

c: Ok, so let’s recheck all these values. Very good. 
Ok, I think I'm satisfied with the accuracy of my 
spreadsheet.. although it only says 50% tested.. 
[places check mark in D3, D8, and E8] oh, now I'm 
changes cells and its doing its thing [places check 
mark on D18] It says its 73% tested.   

 

c: So the only other thing I would to fix it, or 
change it, would to sort of.. I'd change my cells 
instead of if married something else, or if married 
this, if something else this.. I'd change it to if 
married this, if single this, if something else then 
there is something wrong with cell B3. Umm. 
That’s just a really easy check to make sure that 
that cell is correct. Otherwise I'm satisfied with the 
accuracy of my spreadsheet. I'm done.  

35 
k: Are you confident that all values for this 
spreadsheet.  

 c: Yes.  
 k: Ok. In that case we will end.  
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Transcription Conventions 

 

emphasis spoken emphasis on word  
(.)  audible pause in speaking  
(ia)  inaudible speech   

() 
irrelevant speech (off topic, reciting of spreadsheet 
description, reading off values)  

[comments]   comments and actions 
Line of text  group of words said as if they “go together”  
Blank line  separates “stanzas” (clumps of statements on the same topic)  

X.  
letter of the alphabet representing the subject who was 
speaking  

Italic  anything spoken or typed by the researcher  
-  sentence or thought ends abruptly  
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Appendix B: Tutorial Materials 

Tutorial (Fall2006) 
 
Hi, my name is Kyle Rector and I will be leading you through today's study. 

 
The other people involved in this study are Dr. Margaret Burnett, Jared Kaplan, Derek 
Inman and Neeraja Subrahmaniyan. 
 
Before we start, I’d like to remind you to please turn off your cell phone (pause), and I 
want to make sure that you’ve read and signed the informed consent forms. A copy of it 
is for your records and you may take it with you.  
 
Just so you know, I’ll be reading through this script so that I am consistent in the 
information I provide you and the other people taking part in this study, for scientific 
purposes. 
 
The aim of our research is to help people create correct spreadsheets   Past studies 
indicate that spreadsheets contain several errors like incorrectly entered input values and 
formulas.  Our research is aimed at helping users find and correct these errors. 
 
For today’s experiment, I’ll lead you through a brief tutorial, and then you will have an 
experimental task to work on. 
 
 
Please do NOT discuss this study with anyone (pause briefly).  We are doing later 
sessions and would prefer the students coming in not to have any advance knowledge. 
 
Questions? 
If you have any questions, contact Dr. Margaret Burnett, whose name and contact 
information is on the paperwork you will take away with you. 

 
Think aloud practice: 
 
In this experiment we are interested in what you say as you perform some tasks that we 
give you. In order to do this we will ask you to talk aloud continually as you work on the 
problems. If you are silent for any length of time, I will remind you to keep talking out 
loud. It is most important that you keep talking aloud as you work through your problem. 
Do you understand what I want you to do? (Pause) 
 
Good. Before we turn to the real experiment and the tutorial, we will start with a couple 
of practice questions to get you used to with talking aloud. I want you to talk aloud while 
you answer the question. 
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How many windows are there in your parent’s house? 
(Pause till they finish) 
 
 
That was good.  But let’s try another practice question for you to talk aloud. 
 
Name all the states that start with “A” where you can ski. 
 (Pause till they finish. Make sure they understand what it means to talk out loud.  ) 
 
That’s good! You’ve understood. We basically want to know you’re thought process as 
you’re solving a problem and coming up with a solution for it. Please remember to apply 
this practice to the actual task you will be working on. So let’s move on 
 
Experiment  
 
In this experiment you will be working with the spreadsheet system Forms/3. To help you 
become familiar with the features of Forms/3, we're going to start with a short tutorial in 
which we'll work through a sample spreadsheet problem, using the features. The tutorial 
will just be a tour of features, but we won’t be explaining the strategies for using those 
features to solve spreadsheet issues – we’ll leave strategy decisions up to you. After the 
tutorial you will be given a spreadsheet and asked to test it, correcting any errors you 
find.  
 

�   As we go through this tutorial, I want you to actually PERFORM the steps I'm 
describing. When I say, "click", I'll always mean click the left mouse button once 
unless I specify otherwise. Pay attention to your computer screen while you do the 
steps. In the best interest of your learning, I request you to not move ahead and 
perform actions, before I ask you to do so.  

 
�If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to ask.  

 
Here’s some information about the first spreadsheet. 
(Hand out PurchaseBudget Description - First the Description, then the Samples.) 
 
(Turn on the camera) 
(Close the quick-cam pop up) 
 
You have two handouts in front of you. One is a description of how this spreadsheet 
should behave. The other handout provides example correct values. Read through both of 
these handouts about the “PurchaseBudget” spreadsheet now. (print out one for Kyle) 
(Wait for them to read – read yourself silently to not cut them way short) 
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Now open the Purchase Budget spreadsheet by clicking on the bar labeled Purchase 
Budget at the bottom of the screen. (wait for them to click on the tab… guide them if 
needed).  
 
This is a Forms/3 spreadsheet.  There are a few ways that Forms/3 spreadsheets look 
different than the spreadsheets you may be familiar with: Some of the cells have colored 
borders (pause and point to the red borders). Cells with colored borders contain formulas 
in them (pause). Let me walk through this spreadsheet. (Point at column B) The cells in 
this column indicate the amount of pens and paper we have on hand. (Point at column C), 
the cells in this column indicate the amount of pens and paper we have placed on order 
for. (Point at column D), Cells D2 and D3 indicate the cost of the ordered pens and paper. 
D4 and D5 indicate the combined cost of pens and paper and the discounted amount. 
(Point at column E), the cells in this column check if the quantity of pens and paper are 
of the required amount and if the budget is within the specified limit.  
 
Let’s start by looking at a few formulas. To open the formula for cell B2, ‘pens on hand’, 
click on the arrow on the lower right hand side of the cell. (Pause and wait for them) This 
formula is just a value (wait for them to notice the value). Try changing the value to 25 
and click the apply button. (Pause) You can click on the Hide button (point to it), to close 
the formula tab. (pause if they are trying to close the formula tab). 
 
Now open the formula for cell E2, the ‘Pens check’ cell.(pause and wait for them to 
open)  (read this sentence slowly) Its formula says, if the sum of cells B2 and C2 is 
greater than 68, then the value should be “not enough pens”, otherwise it should be “pen 
quantity ok”. (Pause if they are reading the formula).  
 
Do you think this formula is right? (Pause. They will ask questions). It will help if you 
referred to the description sheet (point to it) and check if the formula is doing what it’s 
supposed to. (Long pause…. Point them to the right description if needed, nod at their 
responses. If they are getting closer, encourage them; if you think they are getting 
frustrated just tell the answer).  
If they get the answer: That’s great! 
 
The spreadsheets that you will be given might have errors (emphasize errors) in some of 
their formulas (emphasize).  
And, sure enough, here’s an error in this spreadsheet: (Refer again to the description 
sheet for this formula (if necessary wait for them to refer, read).  (Read this slowly) If we 
have 68 boxes of pens or less, then we do not have enough pens, otherwise the pen 
quantity is ok. (Pause if they are trying to go over the formula). But this formula is doing 
the opposite. (They may have trouble understanding, as they may not be sure that B2 and 
C2 refer to pens and paper. So point to those cells if necessary). So we need to FIX this 
formula.  
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Before we fix the error in cell E2’s formula, I want to make sure that you understand how 
“if formulas” work. (Read slowly) The formula says “if  the sum of the values in cell B2 
and C2 is greater than 68, then the answer is the phrase "not enough pens", else the 
answer is the phrase “pen quantity ok"”. Do you understand how the formula works? 
(Repeat if needed, and move on after you’re sure they’ve got it) 
 
(Read this out slowly)  
So to fix this formula, either switch the text that comes after the else part with the text 
that comes after the then part OR change the > symbol to a <= symbol. Then click the 
apply button when your done. (Wait – people might get stuck on how to type in “<=”)  
 
Forms/3 has several features that respond visually to your actions to help you TEST and 
FIND ERRORS in your spreadsheet.  
 
You might be wondering what testing (emphasize) has to do with spreadsheets. Well, as 
you have just seen it is possible for errors to exist in spreadsheets, but what usually 
happens is that they tend to go unnoticed.   
(Read slowly) We have a better chance of finding these errors if we thoroughly test all the 
values in the spreadsheet. 
 
One of the features that you may have noticed is the small box with a question mark in it 
in the upper right hand corner of the cell. (Point to it) This is called a decision box. 
(Pause) This decision box helps with testing – it is how we communicate to the system 
which values we think are right and which we think are wrong. 
 
Go ahead and click the decision box in the upper right corner of cell D2. (Pause until they 
click… guide if needed) Four choices appear – 2 X marks and 2 check marks. (Long 
pause…if they are reading the tool tips, give them time to finish reading)) Past research 
has shown that people who use these features are more effective at testing and finding 
errors in their spreadsheets. Placing an X on this cell means you’ve decided the value in 
the cell is wrong, (pause) placing a check means you have decided the value in the cell is 
right (pause). 
 
You were given two handouts for this task: a description of what the different cells 
should do (point to the description sheet) and a set of example correct values (point to the 
example sheet) you can use the sample correct values to help you decide which mark to 
place. Now try placing one of these marks by clicking on it. (Wait for them to place a 
mark). One of the visual changes in response to this action is to the progress bars at the 
top of the page (point to the progress bars and slightly pause for them to notice). To undo 
this decision click on the mark again. (Pause again) Notice that everything went back to 
how it was. I’ll give you some time to try out these marks. (They will ask you if you want 
them to place each one of the marks: Respond, “I just want you to get comfortable using 
the features. They are four marks, and we’ve tried only one of them. So go ahead and 
explore the other marks).  
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Another feature is arrows. Move your mouse to the middle of cell D4 (pause for them to 
get to the cell) and click the middle mouse button (the scroll wheel) (pause, may need to 
help them to click the scroll wheel).  Notice that arrows appear (pause.) The arrows show 
the cell references. (Pause) Notice the arrows are colored the same way as the cell 
borders (pause for them to notice). Click the middle mouse button again on any one of 
these arrows (pause and help if needed)—it disappears.  (PAUSE) Now, click the middle 
mouse button again on the middle of cell D4 (pause)—all the other arrows disappear. (If 
they had difficulty in getting the arrows on or off, make them try it out again, till they are 
confident of doing it again) 
Pause for a few seconds 
 
Hovering over the features such as decision boxes, cell borders or arrows will bring up 
tool tips that explain the feature (pause for them to bring up one…help them if needed). 
So whenever you’re curious about any of the features or feedback, reading the tool tips 
might help. (Pause if they are reading the tool tip).  
 
We’ve talked about a lot of features. (Read slowly) Your task now is to use these features 
to test values and find and fix errors in the formulas in the rest of this spreadsheet. I’ll 
let you know when your time is up. (Pause for 3 minutes) 
(Remind them to keep talking aloud) 
If they ask you too many questions on what they must be doing, or what they should do 
with the sheets: 
“You’re trying to get the spreadsheet values and formulas right. There are pieces of paper 
and features that might help with this. ” 
(give them 3 mins of effective problem solving. If they spend two minutes asking you 
questions or trying to get arrows, ignore and give them 2 more minutes) 
 
Ok, your time is up (pause for them to stop). 
 Let's hover over one of the colored borders on the spreadsheet and bring up a tool tip. 
(Pause. Help if they can’t get a tool tip, by hovering over the red area of the border.) 
Notice that towards the end of the tool tip; there is a “Show me” button (pause).The 
“Show me” button can be clicked for viewing short video clips. The video clips give 
additional information, in the form of visual demonstrations on how to use the different 
features to help you with your task. 
We’ll come back to these in a minute.  
 
There’s also another way to get to more information. Notice the panel at the right side of 
your spreadsheet, labeled ‘strategy hints’ (pause). The panel has more comprehensive 
explanations than the tool tips, and may answer questions you may have as you use 
Forms3. See? The list in the panel contains 6 different hints (pause and point). You can 
select any of the hints by clicking on them. (Pause).  But for the purposes of this tutorial, 
please select the hint “how do I find formula errors” (pause and point if needed).  But 
actually, there are two forms of explanations available. The buttons bring them up: Show 
me and Tell me (point to the buttons).  
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Clicking on the Show me button, presents a video snippet (pause). Clicking on the Tell 
me button, presents a list of questions and answers (pause). Go ahead and click on one of 
the buttons. (Pause) 
 
If they click on Show me 
Waitt for them get to the point in the video where I turn the Xmarks in the videos, and 
utter, “What are all these colors?”) 
 
Ok, let me stop the video here (stop the video). I just wanted you to know what kind of 
information was available when you clicked on “Show me”. You can watch the rest of 
the video any time you want.  
 
There are also a few things I would like to point out, on this page. Notice that the bottom 
of the page contains 6 different links (pause and point). Each link leads to a different 
video. Each video is a little under 2 minutes long. Each video link, also has the length of 
that video, in minutes (point to the ‘minutes’ next to each video).You can pause the 
videos, by clicking on the pause button (point) or stop the videos by clicking on the stop 
button (point). Let’s get back to the spreadsheet (pause and wait for them to get back). 
 
Irrespective of what button they click first: Now that we know what comes up when we 
click on this (substitute the name of the button) button, why don’t you try clicking on the 
other button (either Show me or Tell me, depending on which they clicked on first). 
 
If they click on Tell me 
Please read aloud the first question and answer that has come up on the panel. (They 
should read aloud. Wait for them to finish reading the first question and answer) 
 
Ok, we’ll stop with that question for now. As you can see, there are a list of questions, 
and answers to each of them... You can click on hyperlinks in them, for more information 
about those topics. (Pause) This topic does not have any hyper links, but some do 
 
Notice that there are two navigation buttons: backward arrow and forward arrow, right 
above the list of questions, on the panel. (Pause, point it out to them). When you get to 
new pages by clicking on the hyperlinks, you can get back to the previous page, by 
clicking on the back arrow, or move to the next page you visited by clicking on the 
forward arrow, just like a browser.  
 
You can resize the panel to any size that suits you. To resize, hold your mouse over the 
border of the panel, until a double headed arrow appears. (Pause… helps them if needed) 
Left click your mouse and drag it left or right to the desired width or length. (Pause until 
they do it) 
(End…. Go back to “Irrespective of what….) 
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Ok, so as you’ve seen, there are two ways to get to the videos. You can select a topic on 
the panel and click on Show me, or click on the Show me button that appears in the tool 
tip.  
 
These hints might come handy to you as you’re working through your task. You can use 
them if you’re in need of additional explanations or hints. 
 
I’ll give you some more time to use all the features you have just learnt to explore the rest 
of the spreadsheet. As you’re exploring remember to test the values and fix any formula 
errors you find.  
 
(After 2 mins) 
 
Your time is up. Please minimize the Purchase Budget Spreadsheet. DO NOT CLOSE 
IT! 
(Have them minimize the Purchase Budget spreadsheet) 
 
Spreadsheet task 
 
(Hand out Payroll description and example.) 
Here is a payroll spreadsheet problem.  Let’s read the paragraph at the top of either one of 
your handouts: 
 
 “A spreadsheet that computes the net pay of three employees has been updated by one of 
your co-workers. So far, they have only entered the formulas for Bob. Once they are sure 
that those formulas are correct, they will go on to also modify the formulas for other 
employees. (Read this slowly) Your task is to test the updated spreadsheet and if you find 
any formula errors, fix them.” (Pause until they read).  
 
Now open the Payroll spreadsheet by clicking on the bar labeled Payroll at the bottom of 
the screen. (Pause… helps them if needed) 
 
One of the handouts (wave it around) describes how the spreadsheet should work. The 
other (wave it around) gives two correct sample payroll stubs.  
 
While you are working on the spreadsheet, remember to keep talking aloud. We want to 
know what you’re thinking as you’re working along. (Read slowly) Please talk aloud 
about any questions you have about Forms/3, about the task or errors, any thoughts you 
have about how to do the task, or any reasons why you are taking particular actions to 
complete the task. If you are silent for a while, I will remind you to keep talking aloud 
 
(Read slowly) Remember, your task is to test all the values in the spreadsheet, and if you 
find any formula errors, fix them.   
You have 50 minutes for this task. Start your task now and I’ll tell you when time is up. 
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If they are not sure of what to do and constantly question you: “Your task is to test if this 
spreadsheet is doing what it’s supposed to. You may use the handouts and the features we 
just discussed to help you test all the values, find any formula errors in the spreadsheet 
and to fix them.” 
I’m sorry I can’t answer that kind of question.  
I’m sorry; please focus on your current task. (If they go to read email or whatever).  
Do the best you can, I’m sorry can’t answer that. (If they ask something about features, 
or something related to strategy)  
 
You can help them with formula syntaxes, if they ask you. For example, balancing 
parenthesis, or if they try to have two “if formulas”, or use a command “and” to join 
their conditions, if they enter a formula resulting in cyclic references etc.  
Ideal thing to say for the above situations, “I’m sorry, I can’t answer that.” 
You can teach them things you already covered in the tutorial (how to turn on arrows, 
etc), but give no hints, suggestions, or strategy. 
 
If they are not talking aloud, 
I’m sorry to interrupt you, but please verbalize the steps you are taking as you are 
working. You don’t have to talk aloud as you’re reading or trying to comprehend the 
description, but please let us know what steps you’re taking as you’re making changes 
and working on the spreadsheet. This information will be very valuable to us 
We are not testing you, we are interested in what thoughts or questions you have about 
Forms/3, about the task or errors, any thoughts you have about how to do the task, or any 
reasons why you are taking particular actions to complete the task 
 
(The task is 50 minutes)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
(After 20 minutes into the task) 
 
I’m sorry to interrupt you. As part of our experiment, we need you to select one strategy 
hint of your choice from the panel and either click on Show me or Tell me, to learn about 
what it has to say. (Wait till they do it) 
 
Thank you, you can proceed with your task.  
(After 30 minutes) 
 
Your time’s up for this final task. Minimize your Payroll spreadsheet. 
(Stop camera) 
(Hand out long Payroll questionnaire.) Please fill out this last questionnaire.  
 
Please sign the receipt for your $20 (hand the receipt and money). 
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Appendix C: Questionnaires 

Background Questionnaire 
 
1. Gender (circle your selection):   Male  /  Female 

2. Age            < 20          20 – 29          30 – 39         40 – 49         50 – 59       60+ 

3. Major or Educational Background:  ______________________ 

4. School that you are attending:         ______________________________________ 

5. Year or Degree Completed:  Fresh.  Soph.  Jun.  Sen.  Post Bac.  Grad. 

6. Cumulative GPA:    ______________________ 

7. Do you have previous programming experience? 

a. High school with no Advance Placement: 

• How many courses?   _____ 

• What programming languages? ________________________ 

b. High school with Advance Placement: 

• How many courses?   _____ 

• What programming languages? ________________________ 

c. College: 

• How many courses?   _____ 

• What programming languages? ________________________ 

d. Professional and/or recreational 

• How many years?   _____ 

• What programming languages? ________________________ 

8. Have you ever worked with formulas in spreadsheets for (please check all that apply): 

� A high school course  How many spreadsheets? ____________ 
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� A college course  How many spreadsheets? ____________ 

� Professional use  How many years? ____________ 

� Personal use   How many years? ____________ 

9. Have you participated in any previous Forms/3 experiments?   Yes  /  No 

10. Is English your primary language?      Yes  /  No 

If not, how long have you been speaking English?    ______ years. 
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Pre-session Questionnaire 

The following questions ask you to indicate whether you could use a new spreadsheet 
system under a variety of conditions.  For each of the conditions please indicate whether 
you think you would be able to complete the job using the system. 
 
Given a spreadsheet which performs common tasks (such as calculating course grades or 
payroll) I could find and fix errors: 
       
... if there was no 
one around to tell 
me what to do as I 
go. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had never 
used a spreadsheet 
like it before. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had only the 
software manuals 
for references. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had seen 
someone else using 
it before trying it 
myself. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I could call 
someone for help if 
I got stuck. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if someone else 
had helped me get 
started. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had a lot of 
time to complete 
the task. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had just the 
built-in help facility 
for assistance. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if someone 
showed me how to 
do it first. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had used 
similar 
spreadsheets before 
this one to do this 
same task. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
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Post-session Questionnaire 
 
The following questions ask you to indicate whether you could use a new spreadsheet 
system under a variety of conditions.  For each of the conditions please indicate whether 
you think you would be able to complete the job using the system. 
 
Given a spreadsheet which performs common tasks (such as calculating course grades or 
payroll) I could find and fix errors:       
... if there was no 
one around to tell 
me what to do as I 
go. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had never 
used a spreadsheet 
like it before. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had only the 
software manuals 
for references. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had seen 
someone else using 
it before trying it 
myself. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I could call 
someone for help if 
I got stuck. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if someone else 
had helped me get 
started. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had a lot of 
time to complete 
the task. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had just the 
built-in help facility 
for assistance. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if someone 
showed me how to 
do it first. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

... if I had used 
similar 
spreadsheets before 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
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this one to do this 
same task. 
 

1. Circle the answer corresponding to how much you agree or disagree with the following 

statements. 

1. I am confident that I found all the bugs in the Payroll spreadsheet? (circle one) 
 

Strongly  Disagree Neither Agree  Agree 
 Strongly 
Disagree    Nor Disagree    Agree 

 
2. I am confident that I fixed all the bugs in the Payroll spreadsheet? (circle one) 
 

Strongly  Disagree Neither Agree  Agree 
 Strongly 
Disagree    Nor Disagree    Agree 

 
2.   If there are still errors in the spreadsheet this is because… (Circle 1 reason you agree 
with most) 
 
 a. The computer should have helped me spot the errors 
 
 b. I should have spent more time trying to find the errors 
 
 c. There was not enough time 
 
 d. None of the above 
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3. Have you used any of the “Formula Auditing” features in Excel? Check the option that 

applies to you.  
 

□ Yes, I have often used them 
□ Yes I have used them, but not often 
□ No, I have never used them 
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4a. Mark how you found the following features for finding and fixing errors : 
Cell Border Colors       
helped me make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Interior Cell Coloring     
(yellow and orange) 
helped me make 
progress 

 Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

  X-Marks helped me                                        
make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Checkmarks (√)  
helped me make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Arrows              
helped me 
make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Tooltips 
helped me 
make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Percent Testedness Bar                             

helped me make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Error Likelihood Bar                         

helped me make progress 

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

The video demonstrations helped me 

make progress                   

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

The text help (questions and answers) on 
the panel, helped me make progress 

                   

Never 
Used this 
feature 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree  Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
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4b. Rank your preference for the following features from 1 – most preferred feature to 
10 – least preferred feature: 
 
_______ Cell border colors 

_______ Interior cell colorings 

_______ X-marks 

_______ Checkmarks 

_______ Arrows 

_______ Tool tips 

_______ Percent testedness indicator 

_______ Error likelihood bar 

_______ Video clips 

_______ Textual explanations 

 
 
5. What does the X- mark in the decision box mean?   
 

 
 
 
 
6. In the figure below what does the orange color in the interior of the cell mean?   

 
 
 
 
 
7. In the figure below what does it mean when the color in the interior of one cell is 
darker than others? 
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Q8 to Q13: Refer to the Figure Above and choose your answers from the choices below. 
                  One or more Questions can have the same answer. 
 
8. If we place an X- mark in cell D the color of the cell D:  

a. Remains the same 
b. Gets darker 
c. Gets lighter 
d. Don’t know 
 

9. If we place an X- mark in cell D the color of the cell C  
a. Remains the same 
b. Gets darker 
c. Gets lighter 
d. Don’t know 
 

10. If we place an X- mark in cell D the color of the cell E  
a. Remains the same 
b. Gets darker 
c. Gets lighter 
d. Don’t know  

 
Assume for the next three Questions (11-13) that an X- mark has been placed on the 
cell D. 
 
11. If we place an X- mark in cell C the color of the cell C  

a. Remains the same 
b. Gets darker 
c. Gets lighter 
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d. Don’t know 
 
12. If we place an X- mark in cell C the color of the cell B  

a. Remains the same 
b. Gets darker 
c. Gets lighter 
d. Don’t know 

 
13. If we place a Checkmark in cell C the color of the cell D  

a. Remains the same 
b. Gets darker 
c. Gets lighter 
d. Don’t know 

 
14. What does a blue border of a cell with a yellow-orange interior mean (refer to figure 
below)?  
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
15. There is a cell with a purple border and a blank in its decision box. 

 

A) If you place a checkmark in that decision box, does the border color change? 

_____ yes 
_____ no 
_____ I'm not sure 
 
B) What is the border color after you've placed the checkmark in the decision box?  
_____ Red 
_____ Same purple 
_____"Bluer" purple 
_____ Blue 
_____ Depends on the formula, but definitely more red 
_____ Depends on the formula, but definitely more blue 
_____ I’m not sure 
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C) If you place a checkmark in the decision box, the form's Percent Tested Bar, shown 
below, will:  
 
 
_____Increase 
_____Stay the same 
_____Decrease 
_____Not enough information to tell 
_____I'm not sure 

 
16. There is a cell with a purple border and a question mark in its decision box.  

  
    A) If you place a checkmark in that decision box, does the border color change? 

_____ Yes 
_____ No 
_____ I'm not sure 
 
B) What is the border color after you have placed the checkmark in the decision box?  
_____Red 
_____Same purple 
_____"Bluer" purple 
_____ Blue 
_____ Depends on the formula, but definitely more red 
_____ Depends on the formula, but definitely more blue 
_____I'm not sure 
 
C) After placing the checkmark, the form's Percent Tested Bar, shown below, will:  

 
 
_____Increase 
_____Stay the same 
_____Decrease 
_____Not enough information to tell 
_____I'm not sure 

 
17. For the following questions, check the option that most applies to you. 
 A) I learn best by 

i) studying new material in detail and I prefer clear sequential steps 
ii)  seeing how new material relates to what I already know 
iii)  Other (you may fill in your answer)  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

B) When learning from a book or other resources,  
i) I carefully study the diagrams and pictures, as they help me learn faster 
ii)  I concentrate on the text, because they help me learn faster 
iii)        Other (you may fill in your answer)  

                    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
C) When I learn from new material, 
i) I like to make connections between the material and other related subjects 
ii)  I like to concentrate on the subject, getting to the bottom of what it has to 

say 
iii)  Other (you may fill in your answer)  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D) I find it easiest to understand and remember 
i) written material 
ii)  things that I can put into practice   
iii)  Other (you may fill in your answer)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
E) I prefer to learn something new 
i) by trying things out myself 
ii)  with the help of some guidance 
iii)  Other (you may fill in your answer)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
18. Rate the following two features on a scale of 1 to 5. 1: Not at all useful, 5: Extremely 
useful . Circle the number that best ranks the feature.  
 
a) Video demonstrations  
1    2    3    4    5     
 
b) The textual help on the panel 
1    2    3    4    5     
 
c) Tool tips 
1    2    3    4    5     
 
19. For the following two questions, check ALL options that you agree with 
 

a) The videos  
□ were clear to follow 
□ were time consuming 
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□ were not explanatory enough 
□ made me feel confident in working with Forms3 
□ were repeating things I already knew 
□ were interactive 
□ Other comments: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

b) The textual help on the panel 
□ took time to read 
□ had answers to many of my questions  
□ helped me understand Forms3 much better 
□ were boring 
□ were not explanatory enough 
□ was useful as a quick reference  
□ Other comments: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix D: Spreadsheets and Spreadsheet Descriptions  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14: Description of Purchase Budget Spreadsheet 

 
 
 
 
 

DESCRIPTION FOR PURCHASE BUDGET SPREADSHEET 
PROBLEM 

You are in charge of ordering office supplies for the office you work at.  You must 
order enough pens and paper to have on hand, but you cannot spend more than your 

allotted budget for office supplies. 
Test the spreadsheet and if you find any errors, fix them. 

Pen and Paper 
Check 
You must keep 
more than 68 boxes 
of pens and 400 
reams of paper on 
hand and you 
cannot exceed a 
budget of $2000. 

Cost 
A discount of 10% is 
taken if the total cost 
is greater than 
$1500.  
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Figure 15: Example of Purchase Budget Spreadsheet

EXAMPLE CORRECT VALUES FOR PURCHASE BUDGET SPREADSHEET PROBLEM 
You are in charge of ordering office supplies for the office you work at.  You must order enough pens 
and paper to have on hand, but you cannot spend more than your allotted budget for office supplies. 

Test the spreadsheet and if you find any errors, fix them. 
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Description of Payroll Task 

 

Figure 16: Miniaturized description of Payroll spreadsheet 

The description sheet has been miniaturized because of space constraints. The texts in 

the boxes have been expanded below: 

 

 

 

 

2 1

3 

4 

5 

1 DESCRIPTION FOR PAYROLL SPREADSHEET PROBLEM 
A spreadsheet that computes the net pay of three employees has been 
updated by one of your co-workers. So far, they have only entered the 

formulas for Bob. Once they are sure that those formulas are correct, they 
will go on to also modify the formulas for other employees. 

Your task is to test the updated sheet and if you find any errors, fix them. 
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2 
Federal Income Tax Withholding 

To determine the federal income tax withholding: 
1. From the monthly adjusted gross pay subtract the 

allowance amount (number of allowances claimed 
multiplied by $250). Call this amount the adjusted wage. 
2. Calculate the withholding tax on adjusted wage using 

the formulas below: 
a. If Single and adjusted wage is not greater than 
$119, the withholding tax is $0; otherwise the 
withholding amount is 10% of (adjusted wage - 
$119).  
b. If Married and adjusted wage is not greater than 
$248, the withholding tax is $0; otherwise the 
withholding amount is 10% of (adjusted wage - 
$248) 

3 Adjusted Gross Pay 

Pretax deductions (such as child care and employee 
insurance expense above the employer’s insurance 
contribution) are subtracted from Gross Pay to obtain 
Adjusted Gross Pay. 

4 Social Security and Medicare 

Social Security and Medicare are withheld at a combined 
rate of 7.65% of Monthly Gross Pay. The Social Security 
portion (6.20%) will be withheld on the first $87,000 of 
the Year-To-Date Gross Pay, but there is no cap on the 
1.45% withheld for Medicare. 
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Payroll Example Sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

5 
Insurance Costs 

The monthly health insurance premium is $480 
for Married and $390 for Single.  Monthly dental 
insurance premium is $39 for Married and $18 for 
Single.  Life insurance premium rate is $5 per 
$10,000 of insurance.  The monthly employer 
insurance contribution is $520 for Married and 
$300 for Single. 

 

EXAMPLE CORRECT VALUES FOR PAYROLL SPREADSHEET PROB LEM 
A spreadsheet that computes the net pay of three employees has been updated 
by one of your co-workers. So far, they have only entered the formulas for Bob. 
Once they are sure that those formulas are correct, they will go on to also 
modify the formulas for other employees. Your task is to test the updated 
spreadsheet and if you find any errors, fix them. 
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Figure 17: Example sheet of Payroll spreadsheet 

Sample example 2: 

 

Table 8: List of bugs in Payroll Task (Output cells with their formulas when the 
spreadsheet is first loaded (Note: All the other input cells have a value 0): 

Cell Name  Original Formula  Correct Formula  
SingleWithHold  if AdjustedWage < 119  

then 0  
else (AdjustedWage -248) *.10  

if AdjustedWage < 119 
then 0 else 
(AdjustedWage -119) 
*.10  

MarriedWithHold  if GrossPay < 248  
then 0  
else (GrossPay – 248)*.10  

if AdjustedWage < 248 
then 0 else 
(AdjustedWage - 
248)*.10  

SocSec  if GrossOver87K = 0  
then (GrossPay * 0.062 * 0.0145)  
else (87000 * GrossPay * 0.062 * 

0.0145)  

if GrossOver87K = 0 
then (GrossPay * 
0.062) else (87000 * 
0.062)  
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SocSec  if GrossOver87K = 0  
then (GrossPay * 0.062 * 0.0145)  
else (87000 * GrossPay * 0.062 * 

0.0145)  

if GrossOver87K = 0 
then (GrossPay * 
0.062) else (87000 * 
0.062)  

AdjustedGrossPay  GrossPay - PreTax_Child_Care – 
EmployeeInsurCost  

GrossPay - 
PreTax_Child_Care - 
NetInsurCost  

 

Table 9: Formulas of output cells in Payroll spreadsheet when it is first loaded 
(Note: all input cells have a value 0) : 

Cell Name  Original Formula  
FedWithHoldAllow  Allowances * 250  
AdjustedWage  AdjustedGrossPay - FedWithHoldAllow  
SingleWithHold  if AdjustedWage < 119  

then 0  
else (AdjustedWage -248) *.10  

MarriedWithHold  if GrossPay < 248  
then 0  
else (GrossPay - 248)*.10  

FedWithHold  if (MStatus = "Single") then SingleWithHold  
else MarriedWithHold  

NewYTDGrossPay  YTDGrossPay + GrossPay  
GrossOver87K  if NewYTDGrossPay > 87000  

then NewYTDGrossPay - 87000  
else 0  

SocSec  if GrossOver87K = 0  
then (GrossPay * 0.062 * 0.0145)  
else (87000 * GrossPay * 0.062 * 0.0145)  

Medicare  GrossPay *.0145  
LifeInsurPremium  LifeInsurAmount *.0005  
HealthInsurPremium  if MStatus="Married"  

then 480  
else 390  

DentalInsurPremium  if MStatus = "Married"  
then 39  
else 18  

AdjustedGrossPay  GrossPay - PreTax_Child_Care - EmployeeInsurCost  

EmployeeInsurCost  HealthInsurPremium + LifeInsurPremium + 
DentalInsurPremium  
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EmployerInsurContrib  if MStatus = "Married"  
then 520 else 300  

NetInsurCost  if EmployeeInsurCost > EmployerInsurContrib  
then EmployeeInsurCost - EmployerInsurContrib else 0  

EmployeeTaxes  SocSec + Medicare + FedWithHold  
NetPay  AdjustedGrossPay - EmployeeTaxes  
Mstatus (Input cell)  “Single”  
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Appendix E: Recorded Demonstrations and Textual Strategy Scripts 

How to fix errors  
R1: I can tell where the error is but how do I fix it? 
 
R2: After locating the cell likely to have an error in it carefully look at the formula and 
try to decide if it is doing what it is supposed to.  
 
Open formula of Quiz Average cell 
R1: I know that the Quiz Average is supposed to be the average of the highest 4 quizzes.  
Looking over the formula it looks like it is averaging 5 quizzes. I need to fix it. 
 
R2: In general there are four things that are likely to be causing the error in the formula: 
One of the constants, or numbers in the formula could be wrong, like you just pointed 
out. 
 
There could be a missing or wrong cell reference in the formula. One quick way to check 
this is to turn on a cells arrows to see which cells it is referencing 
 
R1:  It looks like it is referencing all the right cells 
 
R2: 3) The operators, like +, -, *, /, could be used incorrectly  
 
R1: The operators look right too 
 
R2: 4) Parentheses, many formulas use parentheses to group numbers, cell references, 
and operators, make sure that yours are grouping correctly. 
 
R1: Oh ya, so since there aren’t parentheses it is only dividing MinQuiz2Quiz3 by 4 
instead of dividing the sum of all the quizzes so I need to add some parentheses around 
all of this. 
 
How to find errors 
R1: There’s something wrong with this spreadsheet. The student has his scores above 
ninety, but he has a course grade of B. How do I find the error? 
 
R2: In general, if you can tell that some of the values on the spreadsheet are either wrong 
or right, Xing out wrong values and checking off right values will help you to find errors 
in the formulas.  
 
R1: I know that course grade B is wrong, so I am placing an X mark. What are these 
colors? 
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Show a screenshot with an x-mark on a sink cell 
R2: The interior colors of the cells indicate that the cells are likely to contain an error.  
The darker the color the more likely it is to contain an error. But we know that at least 
one of them does have an error. 
 
R1: So I need to decide if these cells are right or wrong.  
 
R2: Exactly. Can you find any cells that look right? 
 
R1: Yes, minq2q3 looks right. So does Minmidterm1midterm2. I am checking them. 
 
R2: Good, so now we have narrowed our search for the error. 
 
R1: Yeah, from 6 cells to 4 cells, and the errors progress bar went down! 
 
How to make testing progress 
R1: How do I make progress in testing my spreadsheet? 
 
R2: Well you want to find cells with question marks. These are cells that need more 
testing. If their value is right, put a check in them.  
 
Place a check on a ? and have the border turn blue 
R1: Oh good the border colored turned blue. But what if the border color turns purple like 
that of Minq2q3? 
 
Place a check on a ? and have the border turn purple 
R2: If the border color turns to blue, that cell has been tested enough. Purple means that 
cell needs more testing. 
 
R1: How can I get the cell more tested? 
 
R2: The purple border means there are situations involving this cell that need to be tested. 
You will need different values to find these situations. The arrows also show testing 
progress and can help you see the different situations.  
Show two cells with a purple arrow connecting them, open fmla for both resulting in 
multiple colored arrows. 
 
R1: Let me open the formula tabs for these two cells. 
 
R2: The arrows indicate all the situations for the two cells and the individual testedness 
of these situations. 
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R1: Oh, the “else” situation that has the red arrow pointing to it is the one I haven’t tested 
so I’ll change the value and test this one again. 
Inputs change but cell still has a blank on it 
Ok, this value still looks right so I’ll check it, but wait, the border color didn’t change 
 
R2: Looks like your new value still doesn’t get into the “else” situation, a ? in the 
decision box tells us this is a new testing situation.  
 
R1: So my goal for changing values to make testing progress should be to get a ? to 
appear in the cell. 
 
Changing inputs Full 
R1: You mentioned that I need to change values, why would you want to change values? 
 
R2: There are two reasons you would want to change values: 
Find situations you have not yet tested (link from purple border and progress bar) 
Make it easier to tell if values in cells with formulas are right or wrong (link from ?) 
then show 1) then show 2) 
Changing inputs 1) 
R1: How do I change values to find situations I have not yet tested? 
 
R2: If you are trying to find situations you have not yet tested, it would be a good idea to 
look at some formulas.  
Open a formula of a cell with a purple border and a check decision box that has an if 
formula 
If there is a comparison of two values (i.e. >, <, =) you may want to try a situation where 
one value is greater than the other, one in which it is less than the other, and one where 
they are equal. 
 
R1: Oh so since this one says “if midterm1 < midterm2” I should try a situation where 
midterm1 is bigger and one where midterm2 is bigger? 
 
R2: Exactly 
Change the input producing a ?,  
 
R1: That still looks right so I’ll check it off.  
Changing inputs 2) 
R1: How do I change values to make it easier to tell if values in cells with formulas are 
right or wrong? 
 
R2: Sometimes it’s hard to tell if a value is right or wrong. 
Show screenshot of two input cells with same value and a min cell 
Changing values can sometimes make the decision easier. 
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Change one of the inputs clearly pointing out an error 
Try putting values like 0, 1, or multiples of 10 into cells since these values can make it 
easier to tell if a formula is correct. 
 
R1: Oh so if I change the values of Quiz1, Quiz2, and Quiz3 cells, it will be easier to tell 
if the value in the Quiz_Avg cell is correct or not. 
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Am I doing it right?  
Start of with lots of checks, lots of purple borders, few blue borders. Have R1 fix a bug 
(change formula). 
R1: I just found an error and fixed it. But why did I lose all of my progress! 
 
R2: Wait, don’t panic. Yes, the testedness bar went down and some cell’s borders turned 
red, but that’s what’s supposed to happen. When you change a formula, the decisions 
(checks and Xs) that you made for old values can’t be used anymore.  
 
R1: But all the cells have turned red. Doesn’t it mean they are wrong? 
 
R2: No, the red colors just mean that the cells have not yet been tested.  Let’s make 
decisions about these new values. If you decide the values are right and check them, the 
border colors change again. Maybe the progress bar will go even higher than before. 
 
R1 places a check on the cell she fixed the bug and then one a blank decision box (with 
purple border) and gets no feedback. 
 
R1: Ok good, this cell turned blue. But why didn’t this cell turn blue? The progress bar 
did not increase either. 
 
R2: Blue means the cell is completely tested, for all situations. Purple is good too, but 
with purple there are still some situations left that need testing. 
 
R1: Other situations? 
 
R2: For example, let’s open the formula for MinQ2Q3. The formula has two cases, 
Q2<Q3 and Q2>Q3. You’ve already checked a value in one situation (Q2>Q3), so that 
situation was already tested, and that’s the same situation we’re in with this new value. 
So the border remained purple and there was no progress in testing.  
 
R1: Oh! So I still have to test the other situation for that cell – no wonder my progress 
didn’t go up.  
 
Ok, now what about the colors I get with Xs -- When I place an X (for example on some 
cell giving shades on FL feedback), I get so many orange cells. There are so many colors 
now. What color should I focus on? 
 
R2: The colors are just to help you keep track – so you can be systematic with finding 
errors and testing the cells. Your goal is to find the error and fix it, not to change the 
colors. The cell interior colors just help you narrow down where the error is and the 
border colors just show the amount of testing the cell has had so far. 
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R1: Ok, I’ll stop worrying about making the colors change, and just use them instead to 
help narrow down where the errors are.  
 
Overall Strategy 
R1: In general, what should I be trying to do? 
 
R2: Well, you should try to make testing progress by checking off cells with correct 
values in them and X-ing cells with wrong values. 
 
R1: Ok, the value of the ** cell looks right so I’ll check that one off. These two look 
wrong, I’ll X them. Looks like the error is in **. 
  
R2: Carefully fix any errors you find and then retest your new values.  
 
R1: Ok I’ll fix this formula by changing ** to **, now the value is right, so check! But I  
still need to test these cells. 
 
R2: Changing input values will aid you in each of these tasks.  
 
R1 changes some inputs 
 
If you would like more details there are separate demonstrations over each of these steps. 
Just follow the links! 
 

Textual Strategy Explanations Script 
 
Finding errors 
Q1: Something is wrong with the spreadsheet. How do I find the error? 
A2: If you can find values on the spreadsheet that are either wrong or right, Xing out 
wrong values and checking off right values will help you to find errors in the formulas. 
 
Q2: What do the yellow and orange cells’ interior colors mean? 
A2: The shades of yellow and orange highlight which cells might have a formula error. 
At least one of those cells definitely has an error -- the darker the color, the more likely it 
that cell is the one with the formula error. You can narrow down your search for the cell 
with the erroneous formula by making more decisions about cells’ values (with checks 
and Xs). This will make some cells even darker and others even lighter.  
 

Fixing errors  
Q1: What could be causing errors in formulas? 
A1: 

• Numbers: The numbers in the formula could be wrong. 
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• References: There could be a missing or wrong cell reference in the formula (an 
easy way to check this is by turning on a cell’s arrows to see which cells it 
references). 

• Operators: The operators, like +, -, *, /, could be wrong.  
• Parentheses: Many formulas use parentheses to group numbers, cell references, 

and operators. Make sure that yours are grouping correctly. 
 

Making testing progress 
Q1: How do I make progress with testing? 
A1: Cells with ?s in their decision box have values that will help you make testing 
progress. If you can find one of these values that you can tell is right, place a checkmark 
on it. The border of that cell will turn closer to blue than it was before.  
 
Q2: What if the border color turns is purple? 
A2: That means there are situations involving this cell that still haven’t been tested. 
If there is no ? in its decision box, you need different values (link to ‘Good Choices of 
Values’) to test these situations. 
 
Q3: How do I find the different situations? 
A3: The arrows can help you see the situations. If you open the formula tabs for two cells 
that an arrow connects, you will see all of the situations for the two cells and the 
individual testedness of these situations. A red or purple arrow pointing to a situation 
means that that is a situation that  hasn’t been fully tested.  
 
Q4: How do I know if I am testing a new situation? 
A4: A ? in the decision box points out a new testing situation. Your goal for changing 
values to make testing progress should be to get a ? to appear in the cell. 
 

Good choices of values 
Q1: Why do I need to change values? 
A1: There are two reasons you would want to change values: 

1) To be able to test situations that are not yet tested  
2) To make it easier to tell if values in some of the other cells are right or wrong  

 
Q2: How do I choose values to be able to test new situations that are not yet tested? 
A2: Look at some formulas for ideas. For example, if there is a comparison in a formula 
(using  >, <, =) you may want to try one situation where one value is greater than the 
other, one in which it is less than the other, and one where they are equal. 
 
Q3: How do I choose values to make it easier to tell if values in some of the other cells 
are right or wrong? 
A3: Sometimes it’s hard to tell if a cell’s value is right or wrong. Choosing easy values 
that it relies on sometimes makes the decision easier. Try values like 0, 1, or multiples of 
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10. Values like these can make it easy to notice if all the formulas that use that value are 
doing the right arithmetic. For example, if cells labeled quiz1 and quiz2 were given a 
value of 10 each, and the quiz_average  is 9, it is clearly wrong! 
 
Overall strategy 
Q1: In general what should I try to do? 

• Check off right values: First, try to find cells whose values are right and place a 
checkmark. (This is how you test.)(link to ‘Making Testing Progress’) 

• X out wrong values: If you find wrong values, (link to ‘Finding Errors’) place an 
X mark. Making decisions (placing checks or Xs) on the cells and the interior cell 
colors help to narrow your search for the error. 

• Fix the formula errors: Using the yellow/orange interior colors to find the 
erroneous formulas, carefully fix formula errors (link to ‘fixing errors’) you find 
and then retest (link to Making testing progress) the values that result.  

• Test thoroughly: Change values (link to good choices of inputs) to cover situations 
that have not been yet been tested. This will help you make progress in testing. 
(link to making testing progress) 

 

Am I doing it right? 
Q1: I just found a formula error and fixed it. Why did I lose all my progress? 
A1: Yes, the testedness bar went down and some cell’s borders turned red, but that’s 
what’s supposed to happen. When you change a formula, the decisions (checks and Xs) 
that you made for old values can’t be used anymore.  
 
Q2: All the cells turned red when I fixed a formula error. Does it mean the cells are 
wrong? 
A2: No, the red colors just mean that the cells aren’t tested anymore, because the formula 
you changed affects them.  Make decisions about their new values. If you decide the 
values are right and check them, the border colors change again.  
 
Q3: Why do some cells turn purple when I check them? Aren’t they supposed be turning 
blue? 
A3: Blue means the cell is completely tested, for all situations. Purple is good too, but 
with purple there are still some situations left that need testing. (link to testing progress) 
 
Q4: What is a ‘situation’? 
A4: It’s a relationship between part of a formula and parts of other cells’ formulas that it 
refers to. For example, a cell’s formula can have two cases, A<B and A>B. And A’s 
formula might also have two cases. If we check a value in one case (A>B), that situation 
gets more tested. But there is still another case (A<B) that has to be tested, and these 
relate to the cases in A. The arrows show all the situations. Testing new situations is how 
you make progress in testing. (link to making testing progress) 
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Q5: When I place an X-mark, I get so many colors. What color should I focus on? 
A5: The colors are just to help you keep track – so you can be systematic with finding 
errors and testing the cells. Your goal is to find the error and fix it, not to change the 
colors. The cell interior colors (link to finding errors) just help you narrow down where 
the error is and the border colors just keep track of the amount of testing the cell has had 
so far. 

 


